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15. SUWLEMEWTARI NOTES 
t 
I 
This document is a bibliography of articles, pawrs. and reports which discuss 
various aspects of the use of the space environment for materials science research or 
for commerical enterprise. Since the use of the space environment for  materials science is a 
relatively new wdertaking. it is the intent of this document to provide a consolidated 
reference for those new to the field. f 
The references are arranged chronologically. and several cross references are 
















The S p c e  Processing Applicatims Program utilizes the unique aspects of 
the space environment, such as sustained low gravity, to fulfill the needs of 
materials sciences and manufacturing to process materials that cannot be 
made on Earth. Reduced gravity in space eliminates sedimentation of 
heavier particles and bowymcy u' lig*Lr particles and buWlles, in addition 
to reducing thermal convective mixing which is a natural phenomena on 
Earth. Spce Processing can providc precise control of fluid processes, 
mixing of normally immiscible materials and containerless melting to 
achieve highly pure materials. NASA is exploring the potentialities of 
Space Processing and demonstrating the improved materials processes 
that are made possible by the new technology. 
This document is a compilation of various articles, papers, snd reports, 
which discuss aspects of the use of the spice environment for materials 
science research which may lead to commercial enterprise. It is the 
intent of this document to provide a consolidated reference for those new 
to the field. The document will be updated as warranted. 
Each of the referenced publications usually contains its own bibliography 
and provides additional reference materials. 
The referenced publications generally are arranged in chronological order. 
Several cross references are provided. 
Instructionsfor procurement of references are provided on thc final page. 
Erroneous entries or omissions should be reported to hISFC, PF11, with 
the correct entry typed out in the format desired. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
The following is a l ist  of acronyms used in this document: 
AAS - American Astronautical Society 
AIAA - American I n s t i t u t e  of Astronautics and Aeronautics 
AIChE - American I n s t i t u t e  of Chemical Engineers 
AFB - A i r  Force Base 
AGU - American Geophysical Union 
ASHE - American Society of Mechanical Engineers 
R4I - Bat te l le  Memorial I n s t i t u t e  
ESA - European Space Agency 
ESRO - European Space and Research Organization 
GE - General Electric C a m p y  
c;D - General Dynamics Corporation 
GSFC - Goddard Space Fl ight  Center 
EDQTS - Headquarters 
U F  - Internat ional  Aerospace Federation 
IEEG - I n s t i t u t e  of Electrical and Electronics Engheers 
I I T  - I l l i n o i s  I n s t i t u t e  of Technology 
I I T R I  - I l l i n o i s  I n s t i t u t e  of Technology Research I n s t i t u t e  
JPL - Jet Propulsion Labor8tory 
JSC - Johnson Space Center 
KSC - Kennedy Space Center 
II3sC - Lockheed Missiles and Space Company 
LRC - Lewis Research Center 
MSFC - George C. Marshall Space F l ight  Center 
MHA - Martin Marietta Aerospace 
HIT - Massachusetts I n s t i t u t e  of Technology 
l4DAC-D - HcDonnell Douglas Astronautics Corporation - Eastern Division 
MIAC-WD - McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Corporation - Western Divieion 
NASA - The National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
NBS - National Bureau of Standards 
NAR - North American Rockwell Internat ional  
OR?L - Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
RPI - Rensselas  Polytechnic Insti-Ute 
SSL - Space Science Laboratory - Harshall Space Fl ight  Center 
SPA - Space Processing Applications Program 
SPAR - Space Processing Applications Rocket Project 
S M E  - Society of Aerospace Materials and Process Engineers 
SAE - Society of Autoamtive Engineers 
SMU - Southern Methodist University 
T I  - Texas Instruments, Inc. 
TRtl - TRW System Group 
UA - University of Alabama 
UAC - United Aircraf t  Corporation 
UAH - University of Alabama in Huntsvil le 
UCLA - University of California a t  Los Angeles 
UK - United Kingdom 
USAF - United S ta tes  A i r  Force 
USC - University of Southern Cal i fornia  
USRA - Universit ies Space Research Association 
VA - Veterans Administration 0RIGm.kL PAGE ,&)k Qc' A l J ~  OF Y iii 
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A. SURVEY PAPERS 
1. GENERAL 
(1) McGuire, A. D., F e a s i b i l i t y  Studies  pf Promising S t a b i l i t y  
Gravity/Including Zero-G Experiments, Electro-Optical  
Systems, Inc., NASA CR-62482 (65x148241, Apri l ,  1964, 
235 pgs. 
Abstract:  Zero-gravity experiments f o r  manned o r b i t a l  
f l i g h t  with emphasis on mater ia l s  and biologi-  
cal  aspects .  
(2) Wuenscher, H. F., "Low and Zero-G Manufacturing i n  Orbit", 
NASA/MSFC, AIM Fourth Annual Meeting and Technical D i s -  
play,  AIAA Paper 67-842 (67A42980), October, 1967, 9 pgs. 
Abstract :  Application of  low and zero g rav i ty  manufactur- 
ing cas t ing  and blowing, sur face  tension cast- 
ing,blw forming, foaming. Serpentuator system 
f o r  pos i t ion ing  and handling. 
(3) S teurer ,  W. H., "Processing of  Mater ia ls  i n  Space", CPIConvair 
Division, SanDiego,Cal i fornia  Society of  Aerospace 
Materials and Process Engineering Proceedings, Vol. 15, 
Mater ia ls  and Processes f o r  t he   OS, 15th National 
Symposium and Exhibe-tion, (69A355881, 1969, 21 pgs. 
Abstract:  Detai led discussion of fundamental e f f e c t s  of 
gravi ty ,  zero g rav i ty  and induced forces  on 
f l u i d s ,  assessment of o r b i t a l  processing 
e f fec t iveness ,  cost-effect iveness  and opere- 
t i o n a l  cons idera  t ions. 
(4) McCretght, L. R., '!Materials Processing i n  Space", GE, Valley 
Forge, Pa., Society of  Aerospace Mater ia ls  and Process 
Engineering Proceedings, Vol. 15, Materials and Processes 
f o r  t he   OS, 15th National Symposium and Exhibit ion,  
(69435598), 1969, 10 pgs. 
Abstract:  Preparation of high value e l ec t ron ic  s i n g l e  
c r y s t a l s ,  t he  melting of  mater ia l s  and o the r  
processes benef i t ing  from zero g rav i ty  a r e  
discussed. 
1 
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( 5 )  S o r r e l l s ,  A. R., 'The Creat Promise of Zero-G", Skyline,  
Vol. 27, No.3, (69A354901, 1969, 9 pgs. 
Abstract:  Container less  manufacturing of new glasses, 
etc. , synchronous o r b i t  manufacturing 
s t a t i o n s ,  computerized electric f i e l d  shaping 
of l i qu id  metals, bouyancy-free a ix ing  of 
d i f f e r i n g  dens i ty  l i qu id  canponents, and 
c r y s t a l l i n e  mater ia l s  and f i b e r s  without 
l a t t i c e  defec ts .  
(6) Shepard, W. G. and Vernon, A.R., *'Materials Science and 
Processing i n  Space", Appendix H, Prxeed inns  
of t h e  h i n t e r  Study on Uses of Manned Space 1975- 1985, 
(70N17034), 1969, 11 pgs. 
--- 
Abstract: Proper t ies  of space environment re levant  to 
mater ia l s  sc ience  and processing: grav i ta t ion-  
a l  f i e l d ,  space vacuum, radfat ion.  
(7) Skeer,  H., Sort land,  L. D. ,  Vernon, A.R., "Uses of Manned 
Spacefl ight  f o r  Mater ia ls  Science and Processing i n  Space", 
Bel lcom,  Inc., Washington, D. C., (69X75273), March 21, 
1969, 13 pgs. 
Abstract:  Ceramics, metallurgy, crystal growth, r e f in -  
ing;  g rav i t a t iona l  f i e l d s ,  r ad ia t ion  e f f e c t s .  
(8) Wuenscher, H. F., "Space Manufacturing I'Tique t o  Zero Gravity 
Environme>t", NASAIMSFC, AAS and URSA J o i n t  National 
Meeting, Denver, Colorado, (69A42844), June 17-20, 1969, 
30 pgs. 
Abstract:  Puoyancy - and thermal convection-sensit ive 
manufacturing processes and molecular force  
cont ro l led  processes. 
(9) Wuenscher, €I. F. , "New Development i n  Space Manufacturing", 
NASA/MSFC, 
Abs t r a c t  : 
(70N114670), October 21,  1969, 9 pgs. 
Tabulation of unique space processes (zero and 
low gravi ty)  and assessment of cu r ren t  tech- 




(10) Von Braun, W., "Factories i n  Space," Popillar Science, NASA/ 
MSFC, December 1969. 
(11) Wuerrscher, 8. F., "New Development i n  Space Manufacturing", 
NASA/MSFC, (701205361, February 5, 1970, 9 pgs. 
Abstract: F e a s i b i l i t y  of manufacturing during weight- 
lessness. 
(12) Wuenscher, H. F., "Unique Manufacturing Processes i n  Space 
Environment", NASA/MSFC, (71N26010), A p r i l  1970, 10 pgs. 
Abstract: Experiments i n  development f o r  Skylab; NASA 
and jndus t r i a l  par t ic ipa t ion  i n  "pace pro- 
cessing and manufacturing experiments. 
(13) Steurer , W. H., Gorham, D. J., Processes for  Space Manufactur- 
ing, GD/Convafr, San Diego, Cal., Final  Report NASA 
Contract W 8 - 2 4  ' 9  (Contract No. Q)C-DBG70-001), 
June 1970. 
(14) McCreight, L. R., "The Potent ia l  of Space Processing", 
Research/Development, GE, Valley Forge, Pa. , (70A37926), 
August 1970, 2 pgs. 
Abstract: Float  zone r e f in ing  and semi-conductor c r y s t a l  
growth; e lec t ronic  c rys t a l s  grmm from solu- 
t ion ;  melting and cas t ing  of metals, g?asses, 
and ceramics; s l i p  cas t ing  of metals; cen t r i -  
fugation and electrophoresis of biologicals .  
(15) Wilenscher, H. F., "Manufacturing i n  Space", New Scient:=, 
Vol. 47, NASA/MSFC, (70A43075), September 10, 1970, 4 pgs. 
Abstract: Skylab Orbi ta l  Workshop experiments: : ? t a l  
composites from e u t e t i c  Al-Co and monotectic 
A1-In a l loys ,  meta l l ic  whisker compositesfram 
eu tec t i c  Al-Co with added sapphire whiskers; 
spher ica l  cast ings ofpure  N i ,  N i  12% Sn, and 
a l loy  "Star J Stell i tel ' ;  s ing le  c r y s t a l  
growth; e lec t ron  beam wrelding and cu t t ing ,  
exothermic brazing of s t a i n l e s s  steel  tubes. 
3 
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(16) Tegtseier ,  A., Franke, B., *'Possibi:.ities fo r  Production i n  
Space", Fourth DGLR Annual Meeting, Saden-Baden, W. Germany, 
(72N21897), October 11-13, 1971, 89 pgs. 
Abstract: Survey of manufacturing, po ten t i a l  i n  o r b i t a l  
workshops. 
phhnaceu t i ca l s ,  o p t i c a l  components, c r y s t a l  
growth, metallurgy and composite mater ia ls .  
( In  German) 
Methods and processes I n  chemistry,  
(17) Dooling, Jr., D., "New I n d u s t r i a l  Revolution i n  Space", 
Spacefl ight ,  Vol. 13, (72A11961), December, 1971, 5 pgs. 
Abstract: Spherical  and hollow b a l l  bearings,  spec ia l  
metal shapes, metal foams, i n t e rme ta l l i c s ;  
adhesion and conta iner less  cas t ing  of metals;  
spec ia l  composites;high q u a l i t y  c rys t a l s :  
g1asses;vaccinesand drugs. Apollo 14 and 15 
mater ia l s  processing experiments are described 
(e lec t rophores i s ,  composite cas t ing ,  hea t  flow 
and convection, and l i qu id  t r ans fe r ) .  Space 
Shu t t l e  and Space S ta t ion  ro l e s  i n  space manu- 
fac  tur ing.  
(18) Wuenscher, H. F. "Materials Processing i n  Zero Gravity--Space 
Manufacturing", NASA/MSFC Proceedings of the  Twenty-thI rd 
Congress of Astronaat ical  Research, (748249691, October 8- 
15, 1972, 13 pgs. 
Abstrcct:  Apollo 14 and Skylab experiments on electropho- 
r e t i c  separa t ion ,  M551 metals melting, M552 
exothermic brazing, MSS3 sphere forming, M554 
composite cas t ing ,  and M555 GaAs c r y s t a l  growth. 
(19) Wuenscher, H. F. "Exploiting Gravity F ie lds  Less Than I G :  
Manufacturing i n  Space", NASA/MSFC, Astronautics,  Vol. 10, 
No. 9, September, 1972, pgs. 42-54. 
Abstract:  Application of g rav i ty  cont ro l  and vacuum, 
temperature, pressure and r ad ia t ion  charac te r -  
i s t i c s  of space t o  l iquid-matr ix  preparat ion 
of composites, f i n e  gra in  cas t ings ,  super- 
sa tura ted  a l l o y s ,  immiscible l iquid-phase 
combinations, conta iner less  f r e e  suspension, 
sur face  tension cas t ing  and drawing, adhesion 
cas t ing  and control led dens i ty  cas t ing .  
4 
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(20) Yost, V. H., "Experimental Studies  of Manufacturing Processes 
Performed i n  Zero-G", NASA/MSFC, Research Achievements -Review, Vol. 4, No. 7, (73N229221, February, 1973, 40 pgs. 
Abstract:  Reduced gravi ty  manufacturing experiments in 
support of Skylab, e tc .  Methods t o  ch ta in  
s h c r t  periods of near  zero gravi ty .  
(21) Belew, L. F., Stuhl inger ,  E., Skylab - A Guidebook, NASA/MSFC, 
GAP Stock 3300-00508, 1973, pgs. 187-196. 
Abstract:  Describes Sky- 5 hardware, mission objec t ives  
and experiments. 
(22) Waterials Science and Yanufacturing i n  Space", Skylab N e w s  
Reference, NASA Off ice  of Public Affa i r s ,  Washington, D.C., 
March, 1973, pgs.111-47-52. 
Abstract:  Brief summaries of experiment ob jec t ives  and 
hardware t o  be flown on Skylab. 
(23) Stuhl inger ,  E., "Materials Processing Under Zero Gravity - An 
Assessment After  Skylab", NASAIMSFC, Proceedings of t h e  - Third Space P r o c e s s i s  Symposiun, Vol. I ,  M-74-5, 
June, 1974, pgs. 507-525. 
Ab:z,tract: New p o t e n t i a l  product a reas  based on Skylab 
r e s u l t s .  
(24) Lucas, W. R., "The Processing of Materials  i n  Weightlessness", 
NASA/% .,, F i r s t  Waite Ph i l ip  F ishe l  Lecture,  P p r i l  1 7 ,  
1974. 
(25) S lebe l ,  M. P.L., "Introduction t o  Space Processing", Proceedings --- of t h e  Third Space Processing S*,mposim, Vol.1, M-74-5, 
June, 1974, Pgs. 3-23. 
Abstract:  Brief h i s t o r y  of space processing a c t i v i t i e s  
througn Skylab - drop tower, KC-135, Apollo, 
Skylab, rockets.  
5 
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(26) B r e d t ,  J. H., "Pro jec ted  Future Space Processing Activit ies",  
?USA/aoQrs, Proceedings of the  Third Space Processin& 
Syqosirn, V o l .  XI, H-74-5, June, 1976, pgs.1065-1051. 
Abstract: Space Processing Applications progran goals 
for  ASTP, sounding rockets, Shut t le  payloads. 
(27) St ine,  II., 'Third Indus t r ia l  Revolution: The Exploitation of 
the Space Enviroment", Spaceflight, Vol. 16, No. 9, 
Sept., 1974, p g ~ .  327-334. 
<2%) Steg, L., MCreight, L. R., "Space Processing - Sta tus ,  Prospects 
and Problems - 1974", CE, Valley Forge, Pa., 23rd IAF 
Congress, krsterdzm, September 3O-October 5, 1974. 
(29) Stuhlinger, E. H., "Materials Processing in Space: A Lock 
Toward the  Future", NASA/lSFX, Astronautics and Aero- 
nautics,  Hay, 1975, pgs. 20-21. 
(30) B r e d t ,  J. H., t¶ontgoaery, B.O.. "A Challenge t o  Industry", 
W A ,  Ast.-ocautics and Aeronautics, M-y, 1975, pgs. 2141.  
Abstract: Describes the  s t a t u s  and r e s u l t s  t o  da te  of 
the s a t e r i a l  scier.ze research i n  space and 
discuss fu ture  progrars and new challenges 
fo r  industry. 
(31) Bredt, J. R., "The NASA Space Processing Progrm", NASA/-, 
Space, - Second European Syarposimt on Material Sciences 
Freacati ,  I t a l y ,  A p r i l  6-8, 1976. 
Abstract: Discussions of c a a w r c i a l  use of space for 
research and PPanufecture. 
(S3AR) and Shut t le  flights. 
NASA rocket program 
(1) Hettler, R. F., "Space Manufacturing", AAS 13th Annual Meeting; 




(2) Beyerle, F. J., Cooper, C. R., Hoppes, R. V., Nichols, R., 
Van Allen, R. T., '?ianufacturing Engineering Research 
a t  mFC, *Research Achievements Review, Vol. 2, 
(69N18070), 1968. 
Abstract: Electron beam welding i n  space. 
(3) "Space Processing and Hanufacturing", NASA/)(SW Report No. 
PIS-69-1, October 21, 1968. 
(4) "Hanufacturing Technology Unique t o  Zero Gravity Environment", 
NASA/?SFC Conference, WA-TM-X-62504, (69X77390), 
November 1, 1968, 234 pgs. 
Abstract: Various views of requirements f o r  unique 
materials, e.g., g lass ,  metal crystals; and 
benefi ts  of g rav i t a t iona l  f i e l d s ,  materials 
handling i n  space. 
( 5 )  Wahe, B. W. , "Analysis of Selected Opportunities fo r  Manufactur- 
ing i n  Space", Space Technology and Society, 6 th  Space 
Congress of Canaveral Cwnci l  of Technical Soc ie t ies ,  
Cocoa  Beach, Flor ida,  (69A35066), I s s u e  18), March 17-19, 
1969. 
(6) "Space Processing and Manufacturing Meeting", NASA/MSFC Con- 
ference, NASA-TM-X-62560, (70N14651), October 21, 1969, 
546 pgs. 
Abstract: Research and development work on materials 
manufacturing and production engineering i n  
space, emphasizing e f f e c t s  of reduced gravity 
on c r y s t a l  grawth and metal working, exobiology, 
glasses ,  etc. Includes N 70-14652--N 70-14679. 
(7) %pace Processing Meeting", NASA/ISFC, NASA-TM-X-53993 (70:J20517), 
February 5 ,  1970, 554 pgs. 
Abstract: Production engineering aspects  of materials 
processing and indus t r i a l  manufacturing with 
applications t o  orb i t ing  laborator ies  and 
workshops, espec ia l ly  the e f f e c t s  of reduced 
gravi ty .  Includes N70-20518--N7C-20548. 
7 
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( 8 )  "Unique Xanufacturing Processes in Space IhvirorrPart", 7th 
Space Congress, Cocoa Beach, Florida, NASA-RI-X-67178 
(71NZ6009), April 23, 1970, 72 pgs. 
Abstract: Zero-C melting and solidification, space 
mnufac turing processes, facilities and ex- 
periments, chemical and biochemical space 
manufacturing; positioning and handling in 
weightlessness. 
(9) "Space Processing and Xanufacturing", NASA/I(SFC, Conference, 
November 1, 1970. 
(10) "Materials Science and Nanufacturing", Reference Earth Orbital 
Research Application InvestiRations, a)/Convair and 
TRU Contracts with NASA, NEB-7150.1 - Vol. 6 (72132280), 
January 15, 1971, 102 pgs. 
Abstract: Development of materials science and Panufactur- 
ing facilities for installation aboard space 
stations . 
(11) NcCreight, L. R., Steg, L., "Space Processing - Projections to 
2000 A. D.", 23rd I N  Congress, Vienna, Austria, (72A451571, 
October, 1972, 15 pgs. 
Abstract: Economic zero-gravity processing of materials 
in liquid or molten state, single crystal 
electronic materials, and high-purity biologi- 
cals on space shuttle in the 1980's. 
(12) Paton, B. E., "The Problems of Space Technology and Their 
Influence on Science and Technics, 24th IAF Congress, 
Baku, Azerbaidehan, USSR, (74A12843), October, 1973, 17 pgs. 
Abstract: Soviet test equipment, manual and automatic 
tools, program controlled plants and key 
factors (weightlessness, deep wacuum, and 
temperature) in their use. 
8 
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(13) Passaglia, E., Parker, R. L. (edi tors) ,  'WBS Haterials Science 
a d  Nanufacturing i n  Space Research", National Bureau of 
Stundards Final b o r t ,  NBlSR73-402, November, 1973. 
Abstract: S~lrary of NBS work i n  support of NASA Space 
Rocerrsing progrcup (Nov. 1972 - Nov. 1973). 
Five Individual tasks covered. 
(14) Passaglia, E., Po :er, R. L. (editors),"NBS Materials Science 
and Manufacturing i n  Space Research", National Bureau of 
Standards Annual Rwort JUovember 'f3 - November '74) 
UBSIR 74-611, November 1974. 
Abstract: S u u l r y  of NBS tasks performed i n  support of 
NASA Space Processing programs. (Nov. 1973- 
Nov. 1974). 
(15) btedt,  J. E., "Annual Rev iew of Materials Science i n  Space", 
COSPAR Paper R.1.1. NASA Beadquarters, 1975. 
(16) "Materials", NASA Office of Aeronautics and Space lechnology 
(OAST) and Old Dominion University, V o l .  VI1 of XI, 
Final  Report of Summer Workshop, August 3-16, 1975. 
(17) Passaglia,  E., Parker, R. L. (editors),"MBS Materia Science 
and Manufacturing i n  Space Research", National Bureau of 
Standards Annual Rewrt (November '74 - December ' 2 1 ,  
lOBSIR 76-980, January, 1976. 
3. nISSIa4 SUWARY REPORTS 
(1) C d i n e d  Laboratory and KC-135 Aircraf t  Zero-G T e s t  Program 
Propress mort, G D ,  San Diego, Cal., Contractor Report 
No. (IDA--1-0593 (69)372370), June 22, 1961, 59 p p .  
Abstract: Heat t ransfer ,  l iqu i f ied  gases, f i lm boi l ing,  
weight lessness , e tc . 
(2) Lunaquist, C. A.,  "ASTP Multipurpose Furnace Experiments", 
NASA/USFC/SGL, ESRO Space Processing Symposium, Frasca t i ,  
I t a l y ,  March, 1974. 
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(3) Proceedings of the  Third Space Processing Sympos irrm: Skylab 
Results, Vols. 1 and 2, WASA/kSFC, M-74-S, June, 1974, 
1078 pgs. 
Abstract: Welcoming address, Introduction, Closing 
Remarks, and thir ty-eight  papers covering 
r e su l t s  of Materials Processing Dtperhents  
conducted on Skylab and several  re la ted  
a c t i v i t i e s .  Individual papers contain pre- 
liminary Skylab experiment data. 
(4) Bannister, T. C., "Skylab Science Demonstrations", Proceedings --- of the Third Space Processinp: Sylaposiua, Vol. 1, ?I-744, 
June, 1975, pgs. 491-507. 
Abstract: Preliminary r e s u l t s  of nine of the  twelve 
Skylab science demonstrations a r e  presented: 
Diffusion i n  Liquids, Ice Melting, Liquid 
Floating 2one.I-isciblc Liquids, Liquid Filrss, 
Rocelle S a l t  Growth, Deposition of  S i lve r  
Crystals,  Fluid Xechanics, Charged P a r t i c l e  
Hobility. 
(5) Skylab Space Processing Experiment Review, S F C  Meeting Resul t s  
prepared by BRA, July,  1974. 
(6) '?la~a+ . r i a l s  Processing Experiments", MSFC Skylab Corollary 
Experiment Systems Mission Evaluation Report, Section V, 
NASA/MSFC, RM-64820, September, 1974. 
Abstract: Skylab Materials Processing hardware evalua- 
t ion  - M512 and M18 f a c i l i t i e s .  Sc i en t i f i c  
e v a h a t i o n  of experiment scanples is not 
covered, only hardware operation and experi- 
ment performance. 
(7) Yaterials Proces,sing", E Integrated Emerimentz Preliminary 
Report, Section 111 D, NASA/HSFC, TMX-64881, November, 
1974, 145 pgs. 
Abstract: Preliminary resu:ts of Skylab experiments. 
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(8) Guil i ,  R. T. (&i tor ) ,  Apollo-Sow Test Project Preliminary 
Science Report, NASA/JSC, TMI-58173, February, 1976. 
Abstract: Slmroary  report of the ASTP e x p e r h n t s .  Pre- 
lippinary r e s u l t s  included 011 the  ten material  
science f o r  electrophoresis experimeats. 
(9) Space Processing Applications Rocket (SPAR) F i r s t  F l igh t  R e p o r t ,  
m m m  (In preparation), ( t o  be published approximately 
October, 1976). 
Abstract: Suumary report of the nine materials science 
experiments flown on the f i r s t  SPAR f l i g h t  
December, 1975. 
4. EUROPEANREPORTS 
(1) "Views of the  ESRO - Processing and hnufac tu r ing  i n  Space 
Group", ESRO Report E. ESRO/PA/RlW, 1973. 
(2) "Views of the  ESRO - Group on Space Electrophoresis i n  the 
Spacelab Programne", ESRO Report No. ESRO/PA/R107, 1973. 
(3) "European V i e w s  on Processing and Manufacturing i n  Space", 
ESRO-CERS Applications SrPrmer Study, U. S. National 
Academy of Engineering, July,  1974. 
(4) Beck, R., Grunthaler, K. H., Sethna, D. N., Tschulena, R., 
Winter, H., "Assessment of the Resul ts  of the  Skylab 
Space Processing Experiments with Respect to  Their 
Scient i f ic- technical  Significance", Bat te l le - Ins t i tu te  
e.\?.; Frankfort am Maim, W. Germany, Final  Report fo r  
ESRO Contract SC/43/RQ, October, 1974. -
Abstract: An independent, impartial  evaluation fo r  ESRO 
of the r e su l t s  of Apollo end Skylab experiment 
results t o  obtain a r e a l i s t i c  basis  for  planning 
experiments t o  be carried-out i n  Spacelab. 
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(5) Abstracts of Papers Resented a t  Second EUrODean Snaposium on 
Materials Sciences &Space, Fraacati ,  I t a l y ,  April  6-8, 
1976, 48 abstracts .  
Abstract: Papers presented by both U. S. and European 
materials s c i e n t i s t ,  engineers, and managers. 
(6 )  Seibert ,  G.,  "Overview of Materials Sciences Actittities in 
Europe-Experiments and Experiment Studies,  European 
Space Agency (ESA), Neuilly-sureseine, France", Second 
European Synwosium Material Sciences in Space, 
Frascat i ,  I t a l y ,  Apri l  6-8, 1976. 
Abstract: ESA Act iv i t ies  i n  materials science, f i r s t  
Spacelab payload recomaended order  of p r i o r i t y  
ESA study r e s u l t  i n  f a c i l i t y  and furnace 
design. 
(7) Greger, G . ,  "Overview of Materials Science Programme i n  
Germany", Bundesministeriun fuer  Forshung and Technolgie, 
Bonn, U. Germany, Second European Smuosiimr =Mater ia l s  
Sciences &Space, Frascat i ,  I t a l y ,  April 6-8, 1976. 
Abstract: German space processing program discussed, 
study results of planning a c t i v i t i e s  fo r  Shut t le /  




(1) Parks, P. G., F a c i l i t y  f o r  Srmce Experiment H512 and M979, 
NASA/MSFC, OctobeG 1967. 
(2) Steurer,  W. E., Selected Ram~les f o r  Space-bnufacturi- 
Processes F a c i l i t y  and Experiments, GD/CoWair, Sam 
Diego, Ca l . ,  November 1969. 
(3) Parks, P. G., F a c i l i t y  f o r  Space Experiments 11512 and M79, 
NASA/HSFC, EuntswJle ,  Alabama, (70Nl4664, I ssue  41, 
October 21, 1969, 9 pgs. 
Abstract: Integrated f a c i l i t y  to conduct space aranufactur- 
ing engineering experiments: uacmm chamber, 
2 kw electron be= welding and heath::  systems. 
(4) Steurer,  W. E., "Selected Examples f o r  Space Manufacturing 
Processes, F a c i l i t i e s ,  and Experiments", GD/Conwair, 
Sea D i e g o ,  Cal., Proceedings of Seventh Space Congress, 
Cocoa Beach, Florida,  (7lN26012), April  1970. 
Abstract: Space manufacturing processes based on the  
poten t ia l s  and l imitat ions of the l o w  grav i ty  
environment. 
(5) Lov Cost Payload Design Concepts Study - Volumes 1 and 2, M C ,  
Sunneyvale, Cal., #ASA/MSFC, Contract NAs8-28960, ISMC 8- 
28960-D 336289, June, 1973. 
(6) Hart, R. K., Develop a Hinh In t ens i ty  Electron e, Georgia 
I n s t i t u t e  of Tchhnology, Atlanta,  Georgia, NASA/MSFC 
Contract NAs8-29860, Ju ly  31, 1973. 
(7) Brashears, M. R., Robertson, S. J . ,  Research Study on Materiels 
Processing i n  Space Experiment E4512 , LMSC, Huntsvil le,  
Alabama, Final Report NASA/MSFC Contract NAS8-28729, 
December, 1973. 
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(8) Kukhtenko, A. I., Merkueov, V. I., Samoilenko, I.U.I., Ladikov- 
Roev, I.U.I. , "Distributed Automatic Control of Technolo- 
g ica l  Processes Under Weightless Conditions", 24th IAF 
Congress, Bakw, Aeerbaidehan, USSR, October 7-13, 1973 
24 pgs. 
Abstract: Automatic control  ( three dirPeasiona1 resolution, 
wavelength-sensitive perturbation response, 
amplification capacity) techniques applied t o  
weightless l iquid metal and plasma systems, 
( In  Russian). 
(9) &Demit, J.  M., Solar Energy Concentrator System f o r  Crvstal  --- Growth and Zone Refining & Space, M C ,  Huntsville, 
Alabama, NASA Contract NAS8-30268, Report LsNc/HREC-TR- 
D 3 9 0 6 6 4 ,  February, 1975, 89 pgs. 
Abstract: Feas ib i l i t y  study of using so la r  concentrators 
f o r  c rys t a l  grawth and zone-refining i n  space. 
(10) Automated Space Processing Payloads Study, B e . d h  Corporation, 
Aerospace Systems Division, Ana Arbor, Michigan, NASA/ 
BSFC Contract NAs8-30741, January, 1975. 
Abstract: Evaluatioa of how well automatic control and 
mater ia l  handling devices can s a t i s f y  hardware 
and operational requirements for space processing. 
(11) Parks, P. G., Skylab Materials Processing Fac i l i t y  Exp eriment 
Developer's Report, NASAIMSFC, lMX-64977, July,  1975. 
Abstract: Detailed description of the  Skylab -12 
f a c i l i t y  including systems and associated 
experiment hardware. 
2. FURNACESYSTDS 
(1) Sparks, V. W., Preliminary Design of a Temperature Space 
Manufacturing Furnace, lMsC, Huntsville, Alabama, NASA 




(2) Seidensticker, R. G . ,  Duncan, C. S., Johnson, R. A., F e a s i b i l i t y  
Study of g Multipurpose Electric Furnace System fo r  Space 
Exr"riments, Westinghouse, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, NASA 
Contract NAS8-26122, Report NASA-CR-113793 (71X10881), 1971. 
(3) E l i s s ,  A., Dussan, B., Shadis, W., Frank, L., F e a s i b i l i t y  
Study offw Temperature Radiation FurOace f o r  Svace 
Applications, Weiner Associates, Inc., Cockeysville, 
Maryland, NASA Contract NAS8-28059, Report NASA-CR- 
124458 (N730339051, 1972. 
(4) Mazelsky, R., Duncan, C.S., Multipurpose Electric Furnace System, 
Westinghouse, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, NASA Contract 
NAS8-30289, Report WRL 8030289-KpR-1, J u l y  31, 1973. 
( 5 )  Halbaeh, C. R., Page, R. J. Arthur, P.D., 220OoC Oxidizing 
Atmosvhere Furnace fcr  Space Manufacturinq, Artcor 
Corporation, I rv ine ,  Cal., NASA Contract NAS8-29769, 
(74218866), January, 1974. 
(6) Seidensticker, R. G . ,  McHugh, J.P., Evaluation of t he  Performance 
of the M518 System During the  Skylab 3 Mission, Westing- 
house, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, M A  Contract NAS8-28271, 
February, 1974, 40 pgs. 
--- 
Abstract: Comparison of MS18 performance predicted from 
ground-based data  and the ac tua l  performance 
i n  f l i gh t .  
(7) Aldrich, B. R., "Furnace Systems Development", Proceedings of 
the  Third Space Processing Symposium, Vol.11, M-744, 
June, 1974, pgs. 581-595. 
Abstract: Discussions of various types of furnace designs 
from Apollo through ASTP. 
(8) Chi, J.W.H., Seidensticker, R.G., Duncan, C.S., "Thermal Design 
and Analyses of Skyleb Multipurpose Furnace and Experi- 
ments", Westinghouse, Pittsburgh, Pa., __ 1974 AIAAIASME 
Thermouhysics and Heat Transfer Conference, Boston, Mass., 
Ju ly ,  1974. 
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(9) Eyer, A., timnerman, H . ,  Nitsche, R . ,  "A Radiation Furnace for 
Zone-Crystallization Experiments i n  Space", Kristallograph- 
isches Inst i tut  der Universitat, Freiburg, Germany, -Second European Symposium e t e r i a l  Sciences Space, 
Friascati ,  I taly,  April 6-8, 1976. 
Abstract: A highly e f f ic ient  radiation furnace for space 
processing of materials has been constructed. 
Temperatures exceeding 23000K can be achieved. 
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C. GENERAL APPLICATIONS 
1. ECONOMIC STUDIES 
(1) Ulrich, D. R., McCreight, L. R., Economic Analysis of Crystal  -- Growth In  &as,  GE, Space Sciences Laboratory, Valley 
Forge, Pa., i U A  Contract NAS8-27942, GE 8-27442-MPR-1, 
September, 1971. 
(2) Ulrich, D. R., Chung, A.M., Yan, C. S., McCreight, L. R., 
Economic Analysis of Crystal  Growth i n  Space, GE, Valley 
Forge, Pa., NASA Contract NAS8-27942, Report NASA-CR- 
12395, Contract Report No. DCN-1-1-50-13668(lF), 
(N73-12806) , July,  1972. 
(3) Woodcock, G. R. , "On Economics of Space Util ization",  Boeing, 
23rd IAF Congress, Vienna, Austria, (72A45216) , October, 
1972, 26 pgs. 
Abstract: Economic analysis  f o r  assessing cummercial 
space applications.  
factur ing i n  space. 
Sotn- treatment of manu- 
(4) Scarff ,  D. D., Bloom, H. L., A Business Man V i e w s  Commercial 
Ventures &I Space, GE, Valley Forge, Pa., A I M  paper 
73-78, NASA Contract NAS8-28179, (73A17640), January, 
1973. 
Abstract: Technical, resource planning and marketing 
s t e p s  necessary fo r  space research and devel- 
opment by indus t r i a l  groups. 
(5) Vachon, R. I., et  a l . ,  "Economic Analysis of Materials Process- 
ing i n  Space", Auburn University Study, Final  Report 
NASA/MSFC Contract NAS8-29881, June, 1975, 251 pgs. 
Abstract: Economic analysis  using econometric and cos t  
benefi t  analysis  techniques was performed t o  
determine f e a s i b i l i t y  of space processing 
high p r i o r i t y  tungsten ta rge ts  fo r  medical 
x-ray tubes, turbine blades fo r  jet  engines, 
and electrophoresis f o r  biological  applica- 
t ions. 
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(6) Bloom, H. L. (study malager), Study for  Ident i f ica t ion  of 
Beneficial Uses of Space - Phase I., II., III., GE, 
Valley Forge, Pa., NASA Contract NAS8-28179, Phase I - 
Dec., 1972, Phase I1 - Nov., 1973, Phase 111 - Nov., 1975. 
Abstract: Phase I involved i d e n t i f i c a t i m  of over 1On 
ideas for  po ten t ia l  products, processes and 
services that  might possibly be developed or 
produced i n  space f a c i l i t i e s .  
invest  iga t ed the technology and 
involved i n  development of 4 products chosen 
from Phase I list. Phase 111 was concerned 
with the business analysis  and planninr ' .- 
the  comaercial development and product he 
four Phase I1 products. 
Phase I1 
prograuuna t i c s  
(7) Feas ib i l i t y  Study of Comnercial Space Manufacturing, McDonnell 
Douglas Astronautics Company-Eastern Division, St.  Louis, 
Missouri, Final Report NASA Contract NAS8-31533, Contcac- 
t o r  Report No. MDC EL400, December 20, 1975. 
(8) "NASA Seeks Industry Space Processors", Aviation Week & Space 
Technology, January 26, 1976, pgs . 46-64. 
2. EOUIPMENT/SYSTlXS 
(1) Faber, W., Greeb, F. ,  Boyd, R., Study of Tooling Concepts for 
panufacturing Operations & Space, MMA, Denver, Colorado, 
Final Report NASA contract NAS8-212; 9 ,  NASA-CR-109989 
(N70-34762), A p r i l  26, 1969. 
Abstract: Serpentuator, powered mechanical linkage 
device, can serve a s  means af  t ransport ,  
guidance, s tab i l iza t io t i  and rendezvous for  
space manufacturing operations. 
(2)  Kostoff, R. N., !'A S a t e l l i t e  Wake Region a s  an Ultrahigh 
Vacuum Chamber", Bellcomn Inc., Washington, D. C., 
Memorandum B69-65029, May 6,  1969. 
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(3) Kostoff, R.N., "Use of a S a t e l l i t e  Wake Region a s  a Vacuum 
Pump", Bellcomm, Inc., Washington, D. C., Memorandum 
BIO-04015, April  7, 1970. 
(4) BOese, A., Design, Cons.puct,Test and Evaluate a Zero Gravity 
Experiment, (72K102121, April  30, 1973. 
( 5 )  Bird, J. O., Waltz, D. M., Reauirements pJ Concepts & 
Materials Science @Manufacturing& Space Eauiumsnt 
Study, Vols. 2D and 3, TRW Systems Group, Redondo Beach, 
Cal. NASA Contract NAS8-28938, NASA-CR-120119 (74X10034), 
Ju ly  1973. 
(6) Paton, B.E., e t  a l . ,  "Test Stands for  Studying Technological 
Processes Undcr Sim:lated Space Conditions", 24th 
Internat ional  Astronautical Congress, Baku, Azerbaidzhan, 
USSR, (74A12844, Issue 21, October 7-13, 1973, 12 pgs. 
Abstract: In  Russian - Review of Soviet equipment 
designed f o r  technological experiments on 
manned space missions and descr ipt ion of 
ground based tesi f a c i l i t i e s .  
(7) Seidensticker,  R.G., "System D%sign f o r  Free F a l l  Materials 
Processing", Westinghome, Pit tsburgh, Pa., Proceedirns --- of the Third Space Processing Smosium, Vol. 11, 
NASA/MSFC M-74-9,, June, 1974, pgs. 595-603. 
Abstra - -  Various design considerations (such as  size, 
weight, power, heat ,  e tc . )  a r e  imposed on 
equipment used i n  spacecraft. The Skylab 
M518 furnace system and the  ASTP MA-010 
system a r e  used as  examples. 
3. PROCESSES 
(1) Kloepper, D. ,  W i t t ,  R., "Boron Filament Manufacture i n  Space - 
A Li te ra ture  Feas ib i l i t y  Study", Gruuunan Aerospace Corp., 
Bethpage, N.Y., NASA/MSFC Contract, (70N14655, Issue 41, 
October 21, 196,, 36 pgs. 
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Abstract: Review of earth manufacture of borcm f i l a e a t  
technical literature. Techniques f o r  space 
manufacture: $-*strate deposition, glow 
discharge, and RF posit ioning Vitb induction 
or hot  gas heating. Boron campotads, filaments. 
(2) Libby, U. R., Paytcn P., Indus t r ia l  Chemist-- in Space, UCLa, 
ruSA/SFC Contract, Contractor Report No. NCL-05-307-003 
(7oW0%7), February 5, 1970. 
4bstract: Space environment a i r - f r e e  Cherical prepara- 
tion, 4 r w e d  purity. Crystal g r m h ,  
ul t rapure metals, chemical reactions. 
(3) Griff in ,  R. N., Henry, E. C., k C r e i g h t ,  L. R., Rubin, B.A., 
Investigation of the  P r e s a n t i o n  ofmterials & Space, 
GE, Valley Forge, Pa., YASA Contract NAS8-24€6?, W A -  
CR-102749 (7ON31862), )(arch, i G X .  
( 4 )  Kober, C. L., "Chemical and Bioc5emical Space t¶anufacturing", 
Martin Hariet ta ,  Denver, Colorado, Technolorn Today & 
Tomorraw, 7th Space Congress Or Canaveral Council of 
Technic *l Societ ies ,  Coccs &a&, Florida, (7OA33719) 
April, 1970, 9 pgs. 
Abstract: Prospects for space aanufacturiug of glasses,  
c rys t a l s ,  filaments, solid lubricants ,  
cennets, cast casposites ,Derfect spheres I 
s in t e r s ,  seed materials,  v a c h e s ,  m q w e s ,  
isotopes,  an t ib io t ic?  ,and polymers. Liquid 
phase physical chemistry cf zero-g inst ru-  
mentation, and scal ing laws ara reviewed. 
( 5 )  Problsns Uses of Outer Space, Car:egio-Mellon University, 
Pittsburgh, Pa., NASA Contract WSb-25202, Contractor 
Report No. CMU-8-25202-FR-Hay 1933, May 8: 1970. 
(6) Steurer,  W. H., Gorham, D. J., Processes for Space Meriufactur- a - Definit ion of Cr i t e r i a  for Prowss Feas ib i l i t y  and 
Effectiveness, GSIConvair Divisfon, NASA Contract NAS8- 
24979, NASA-CR-61334 !70N39375), June, 1970. 
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Abstract: Potent ia ls ,  l imitat ions,  and p r i o r i t i e s  of 
tweaty-four processes for space manufacturiag. 
Defines s c i e n t i f i c  and eryineering criteria 
used i n  determi- f eas ib i l i t y .  
(7) Bauer, E. F., "New Developments of Fabrication in Orbit", 
Georgia I n s t i t u t e  of Technology, 11th European Space 
Sgaposiwn, Berlin, Gennany, (7U328561, Hay, 1971. 
Abstract: Degassing and bubble r i g r a t i o n  in l iqu i f i ed  
materials vi thout  gravity. &tal  and opti- 
c a i  lens casting, c r y s t a l  growth. 
(8) Gatos, E. C., "Space bviraarent - A &w Dimension in t he  
Repara t ion  of Unique Solids", HIT, Cadridge,  Mass., 
(731138611, 1972, 3 pgs. 
Abstract: Effect of nongravitational environments an 
the  development of homogeneous mater ia ls  
that cannot be manufactured ou earth. 
(9) Steurer,  W. H., b y e ,  S., (;orham, D. J., Space Processes for 
Extended L0w-G Testing, 
Cal . ,  NASA Contract NAS8-28615, NASA-CR-124285 (N73- 
31752), June 15, 1973. 
CD/Convair Division, San Diego, 
Abstract: Ground based low-g experiments ve r i f i ca t ion  
of space process capabi l i t i es .  Defines a 
mininnrm equipment inventory of modular 
design. Procedures for synthesis  and 
de f in i t i on  of dedicated and b e d  rocket 
payloads. 
(10) Review, Study, and Evaluation of Possible Flirdnt Werhents 
RelatinggMaterials R o c e s s i n g G  Ssace, Universit ies 
Space Research Association, Char lo t tesv i l le ,  Virginia, 
Final  R e p o r t  NASA Contract NAS8-27734, h'ovember, 1973. 
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(It) "Space Processing as Related to Five Discipl ine Areas", f o r  
m e  by k a d e q  of Engineering 1974 S l r o e r  Panel, 
Universi t lcs  Space Research Associatioak, Char lo t tesv i l le ,  
Virginia,  Report under Grant m;R 47-102-3, 
April 15, 1974. 
Abstract: Information prepared by the  f i v e  USBA 
camittees of d i sc ip l ine  areas. Flutd 
9echanics and &at Trsnsfer,  Containerless 
Processing, Sol id i f i ca t ion  of Hetars, Re- 
parat ion of Glasses, Electrophoretic 
S epara ti-. 
(12) Bannister, 1. C., "Earth Act iv i t ies ,  Appendix I, Haterials 
Processing i n  Space", Outlook f o r  %ace 1980-2000, 
Working Paper Input t o  Qutlook for Space Refermce 
Volume, D e c e d e r  20, 1974. 
(13) Hibbs, A. R., ?iaserjian, J.,Bouady, R. A., "Part Five: 
Hanagemtent of Hatter", Outlook for Space Reference 
Volume - A Forecast of Space Technology (1980-2000), 
NASA Task-Group, Ju ly  15, 1975. 
(14) Erben, E., "Quality Increase of Space Processed Turbine 
Blades", M h  - Munchen, New Technologie, hnchen, 






A. GElpEBAL ~........................................ 
B. S l M A b  PBOGaAn PUNHIE. ................................ 
C. S(UNDII0G RUXET m.,......,...... ... ...... .....  
D. SPACE SEU"L€ pLA#wIHG/UIILIZ................,..... 
E. SPACE SHUITLE DESIGW/PAnaAD IHTERFACE. ................. 
(2) W i l l i a r ,  J. R., "Space 1JaMlfacturing W u l e s " ,  6 tb  Spsce Con- 
gress of Canuveral Couacll of T e c b i c a l  Soc ie t ies ,  
(69A35067), March, 1969, 18 p&s. 
Abstract: Proposed program to develop space ranufacturiag 
In three *sa%: Latrestigotlon of taro gravl ty  
e f f e c t s  09 processes in ear th  o r b i t  by package 
in -110 Applications Rogru Ck3:-tal Uor&- 
shop; improved space manufacturing chamber; 
and room size manufacturing modcie. 
(3) Arastraag, U. O., "Earth Orbital Payload Planning", NASA Space 
Rocessing and lhnufactur iag Meeting, Uashhgtoa,  D. C., 
(70!414652) , Or tober , 1969. 
Abstract: Plans f o r  space processing and manufacturing 
experiments on AAP Workshops, space s t a t i o n  
and shu t t l e ,  
(4) Barmister, T. C., Amett, C., A Proposed C m c a l  crartb Pronrsr - f o r  S m e  Proceesfa~: Inc lur lnq  Fl-t Experlments, NASA/ 
S I X ,  Jan., 1970. 
(5) Armstrong, W. O., **€arth Orbi ta l  Payload Planning", NASA/EDQ"S, 
NASA Space Processing a d  Manufacturing M e e t i n g ,  Washing- 
tan, D. C., (70120518), February, 1970, 30 pgs. 
Abstract: Plans Cor space pracessing and manufacturing 
experiments fa next decade. Procedures f o r  
s o l i c i t i n g  and se l ec t ing  Lndustrlal inputs. 
Pol ic ies  on fundlng and proprietary r igh ts .  
(6) Kober, C. L., "Ctnmaetcial % e  of Space Station", MU, Denver, 
Colorado, 16th Annual AAS Meeting, Anaheim, Cal., AAS 
Paper 70-036 (70A34791), June, 1970. 
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(7) B r e d t ,  .I. H., Haterials Science llanufacturirur( In Smce 
Proltra, NASA HQ Rl'-70-6788, Rev. 8-27-702, &t 1970. 
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(3) Payload Analysis for  S w e  Shut t le  Applications, Vol. 4, 
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rission).  
(6) Jdmsar, R. Y., %e Shuttle Payload Activity," 
EDQX'S, Spece Shuttle Payloads, Proceedings of the 
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13 PW. 
Abstract: Descriptian of ESRO organizatioo for  Space 
Shuttle payload planning. Evaluatioa of Sort ie  
Lab design activity. 
(71 Eeberlig, J. C., "The Space Shuttle System Descriptioa, Opera- 
t i a m ,  and Payload Capabilities", EASMJSC, Same Shuttle 
Payloads, Proceedings of the Syqmsium, Washington, D. C c ,  
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Swce Shuttle Payloads, Proceedings of the Symposirm, 
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Vol. 9, nrrSAIGSFC, WA-M-X69459 (7(i1115526), 1973, 
73 P&s- 
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(73N32733), August 31, 1973, 348 pgs. 
Abstract: Final Report. Definition of s k i l l s  required 
of crew i n  support of Sor t i e  Lab space s h u t t l e  
experiments. 
(iG) "Sortie Laboratory, Phase B, Technical Summry--Deslgn and 
Operational Requirements", NASAfISFC, P?ASA-lN-X69662 
(74111697), Nov., 1973, 200 pgs.  
Abstract: S h r y  of Sor t i e  Lab (SL) analysis, source 
of systems requirements and experimental sup- 
port for SL baseline. 
mission analysis, experiment integration, 
sa fe ty  and log is t ics .  
Configuration def in i t ion ,  
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(15) "Spacelab--NBSA/ESRO Payload of Space Shuttle", Flug Revue/ 
Fluguelt Internatioaal,(74A29831), Hay, 1974, 4 pgs.  
Abstract: (In German) Background, research object ives  
and des- of Spacelab. 
(16) Taylor, R, B., -1, B. L., "Space Processing Payloads for 
the Space Shut t le  Era", 12th A I M  Sciences Meeting, 
Washington, D. C, , AUU Paper 74-153 (74Al87%), 
Jan. 30, 1974, 13 pgs. 
Abstract: Definit ion of f a c i l i t i e s  using modular, re- 
usable research equiprent in p a r t i a l  and 
dedicated payloads in Spacelab. 
(17)  Shapland, D., "Space Science Repares to  Take Off---Skylab 
Configurations f o r  Spaceborne Experiments, ESRO, Delft ,  
Netberlaixls, ScientkL,  Vol. 6, (74A24fi52), Feb, 28, 
1974, 3 pts. 
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(18) Hammel. R. L.,'Space Processing Payload Equiproeat Study - A 
Reqcirements Overviev", TRU, Redondo, Beach, CA, NASA 
Contract KG8-31664, Feb., 1976. 
Abstract: Space Processing Applications a c t i v i t i e s  in 
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(19) Shapland, D. J., "Shuttle and Spacelab Capabilities", S A ,  
Neuilly-sur-Seine, France, Second Eurooean SVmPposiuo on 
?faterial Sciences in Space, Frascat i ,  I t a Iy ,  April, 1976. 
Abstract: Potent ia l  of  Shuttle-Specelab c d i a e t i o a  to 
fu ture  users. 
ab le  f l i g h t  parameters, mission f l exab i l i t y ,  
data  managepent, user services and programme 
schedules. 
Topics covered Include a t t a in -  
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Experiments into Spacelab Payloads", Hesserscbaitt- 
Platerial Sciences Svace, Frascatf, Italy, April, 1976. 
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A. GD?ERAL FZQD MOTION STUDIES 
(1) Braahsky, I., Weirs, S., 4 PhotograDhic Studx o f  Liauid, 
Hydrogen Under S i m l a t e d  Z e r o  Gravity Conditions, XASA/ 
LRC, NASA-TN-X-479 (6nSlooS5), Feb. 1962, 16 pw. 
Abstract: During three-quarters of a second f r ee - f a l l  tu 
a Dewar, adhesive forces caused l iquid to "rise" 
into originel gas space. 
(2) Velkoff, 8. R., "A N e v  V i e w  of Electric Effects on Fluid 
Dymmfcs", tBAF System Coasland, L962 Camp endiur of 
Smposiun Pavers, Vol. 1, (68XC&), Sept., 1962, 53 pgs. 
Abstract: Sane key words: boundary layers,  electrical 
discharges, e l e c t r i c a l  f i e l d s  , electrophoresis,  
f l u id  dynamics , heat t ransfer ,  weightlessness. 
(3) Knoll, R. H . ,  Nunaaker, R. R., Saolak, G. R., 'Weightlessness 
Experiments with Liquid Eydrogen i n  Aerobee Sounding 
Rockets, Unifow Radiant Heat Addition - F l i g h t  l", 
BASMLRC, NASA-1M-X-484 (68E183450), June, 1962, 63 pgs. 
Abstract: Some key words: heat  t ransfer ,  rad ian t  heating, 
sa tura t ion ,  temperature d is t r ibu t ion ,  weight -  
lessness. 
(4) Randolph, B. W., "Analytical Program on Zero Gravity and Near- 
Zero Gravity Hydrodynamics and Heat Transfer i n  Fluids", 
Northrop, Hawthorne Cal. ,  NASr-23 (63x111531, October, 1962, 
10 pgs. 
Abstract: Sape key words: camera, cylinder,  Euler- 
Legrange equation simulator. 
( 5 )  Shulkeikln,V. V., "Shape of the  Surface of a Liquid in  Process 
of Losing Its Weightiness", NASA, Akademiia Nank SSR, 
Dokladp, Vol. 147, NO. 1, NOV. 1, 1962, NASA-TT-F-8373 
(63X11449), Jan. 1963, 10 pgs. 
Abstract: Translated by Andre L. Brechant 
Some key words: cylinder,  dynamics, f lask,  
meniscus, pressure, ro ta t ion ,  surface tension, 
weight less nes s , wetting . 
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(6) Good, R. J., New, J. T., "Equilibrium Behadar of Fluids in  
Containers a t  Zero Gravity", c;D, San Diego, Cal., A I M  
Journal,  Vo1.1, (63A15876, 65A19324), April, 1963, 6 pgs. 
Abstract: Wall wetting f lu ids  w i l l  d i s t r i b u t e  about the 
container with vapor cen t r a l ly  located, and 
can be accumulated in desired VOll reeS by use 
of baffles.  
configurations. 
Based on intersbrface energy 
(7) Wallner, L. E., Nakanishi, S., "A Study of Liquid Eydrogen 
i n  Zero Gravity: NASA/LRC, NASA-EN-X-723 (72N71527), 
August, 1963, 65 pgs. 
Abstract: Some key words: heat  t ransfer ,  l iquid,  sloshing, 
1 iquid-vapor interfaces.  
(8) Swalley, E. E., Wood, C. C., "Research in Support of Zero and 
Reduced Gravity Fluid Mechanics and Heat Transfer", 
NASA/SFC, Zero Gravity Fluid Behavior, 7 1)[82420, 
Oct., 1963, 6 pgs. 
(9) Shulkeikin, V. V. , "Earth-Bound Experiments with Weightless 
Liquids Akagemiia Nauk SSR, Vol .  152, (74217071) , 
Oct. 11, 1963, 4 pgs. 
Abstract: Ground based experimental apparatus f o r  
filming l iquid behavior i n  f r e e  f a l l  f o r  0.9 
seconds. Results for  water and mercury. 
Translated from Russian (A6411349). 
(10) Liubin, L. IA. ,  Povi tski i ,  A. S., "Rnptying and F i l l i n g  Vessels 
i n  Conditions of U e i g h t l e s s n e ~ s ~ ,  Planeta- and Space 
Science, Vol. 11, (64A126921, Nov., 1963, 16 pgs. 
Abstract: Three and two dimensional analyses of gas 
pressure-pulse method; surface tension method 
of l iquid transfer.  
(A63-18195). 
Translated from Russian 
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(ll)Zenekevich, V. B., "Behavior of a Fluid in Zero-Gravity Conditions", 
Teulofizika Vysokikh Temperatur, Vol W, (64~21777) ,
March, 1964, 8 pgs. 
Abstract: (h Rmaid Processes occurring tn a pa r t i a l ly -  
f i l l e d  spherical  container during t r ans i t i on  
t o  zero gravity.  (Translation, A65-20539). 
(12) "The Fluid Dynamic Aspects of Space Flight", Proceedinns 
of the  NATO-AGARD Spec ia l i s t s '  Xeeting, Marseille, 
F r a x e ,  (67A149871, April  20, 1964, 402 pgs. 
(In Engl ish and French) 
(13) Good, R. J., New. J. T., "Fluid Behavior in Zero Gravity", 
GD, San D i e g o ,  Cal., Journal, Vol. 1, April  1963, 
(65A193241, 1964, 16 pgs. 
Abstraci: Invest igat ion of equilibrium configuration of 
f l u i d  i n  absence of gravi ty  f i e l d  based on 
in te rsur face  energy considerations. See also 
~63-15876. 
(14) Benedtkt, E. T.. Halliburton, R., Hung, F. C., L i ,  T. C., 
Propellan& Behavior i n  Zero Gravity, Final Report, NAR, 
Downey, Cal., NASA-CR-62508 (6SX14834), Nov. , 1964, 
63 P&s= 
Abstract: Weightless l iquid propellant behavior - dynamics 
of l iquids  with a f r e e  surface,  heat  t ransfer  
to l iqu ids  in motion. 
(15) Otto, E. W., "Stat ic  and Dynamic Behavior of the  Liquid-Vapor 
In te r face  During Weightlessness", NASA/LRC, AICE, 55th 
Symposium, Houston, TX, (65A15228), Feb., 1965, 39 pgs. 
Abstrmt:  Survey of liquid-vapor system problem areas  afid 
review of re la ted research l i t e r a t u r e :  i n t e r -  
face dynamics, pool boi l ing heat- t ransfer  
mechanisms, and evaporation and condensation 
phenomena. 
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(16) Chernwske, F. L., "Se l f -S id l a r  Hotion of a Liquid Under the  
Action of Surface Tension", Pm-Journal of Amlied Math- --- ematics and Mechanics, Vol. 29, No. 1, (66A28953) , 1965, 
8 P e e  
AhsLract: Effect  of surface tension on weightless l iqu id  
behavior. 
(17) Chernoosko, F. L., Moiseyev, N. N., "Problems of Oscillations 
of a Fluid Subjected t o  Surface Tension Forces", NASA-TT- 
F-10141 (66N27499), My, 1966, 45 pgs. 
Abstract: Small l inear  o sc i l l a t ions  of i dea l  f l u i d  in 
the  presence of surface tension i n  weightless- 
ness or weak gravi ta t iona l  f ie lds .  English 
trans 1 a t  ion. 
(18) BOuman, T. E. , Paynter, H. L. , 'Weightless Liquids", M M ,  
Denver, Colorado, Science Journal, Vol. 2, (67A13890), 
Sept., 1966, 7 pgs. 
Abstract: Surface tension and equilibrium surfaces  i n  
weightless l iquids ,  with appi icat ion t o  
spacecraft  systems design. 
(19) O t t o ,  E.W. , "Hydrodynamics of Liquid Surfaces", Selected 
Technology for  the  Petroleum Industry, (66N33779) , 
1966, 21  pgs. 
Abstract: Research on dynamic behavior of l iquids  and 
gasses i n  zero gravi ty  f l i gh t :  drop tower, 
a i r c r a f t ,  and rocket f a c i l i t i e s .  In te r face  
s t a t i c s  i n  cylinders and spheres and with 
baf f les  . 
(20) Reynolds, W. C., Sa t t e r l ee ,  H. M., "Liquid Propellant Behavior 
a t  Low and ZeLo G", LMSC, Sunneyvale, Cal., (67N158981, 
1966, 53 pgs. 
Abstract: Complex hydrostat ic  and hydrodynamic behavior 
of l iqu ids  i n  low and zero gravity,  laboratory 
simulation, and control of weightless l iquids .  
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(21) Liukin, L. IA., Povi tski i ,  A. S., "Certain Features of the  Motion 
of a Fluid under Weightlessness Conditions". 17th IAF 
C o n g r e s s  , Madrid, Spain, NASA-TT-F-10868 (67N27521), 
April,1967, 12 pgs. 
Abstract: Effects of weak forces on weightless f lu id ,  
f i l l i n g  and amptying vessels and tubes, 
bubbles i n  a f lu id ,  absence of convection. 
English trans la  tion. 
(22) Clayton, D. A., "Passive Control of a Liquid i n  a Zero Gravity 
Enviroment" , Royal Aircraf t  Establishment, Farnborough, 
England, RAE-TR-67207 (68N27747), Aug., 1967, 39 pgs. 
Abstract: Hydrostatic and hydt-dynamic parameters import- 
an t  t o  l iqu id  propellant a l t i t u d e  control  system 
designers. 
heat  t ransfer .  
Preliminary treatment of zero gravi ty  
(23) "Zero-G Liquid Studies - C r i t i c a l  S t a t i c  and Drop Dynamics", 
Electro-Optical Systems, Inc., NASA Contract NAS8-21012, 
MA-CR-88747 (67N37923), Aug. 1967, 29 p g ~ .  
Abstract: Temperature control ,  pressure measurement, 
dynamic behavior, induction i n  e l iquid drop, 
behavior i n  e l e c t r i c a l  and acoust ical  f ie lds .  
(24) Kopachevskii, N. D., %nail Osci l la t ions of an Ideal  Liquid i n  
a Vessel Under Close-to-Weightlessness Ccnditions", Intro-  
duction t o  the  Dynamics of Fluid-Containing Bodies Under 
Conditions 0: Weifitlessness, Vychis l i te l  'NYI Tsent ANSSR, 
(69A13811), 1968, 37 pgs. 
Abstract: ( In  Russian) Idea l  l iquid small osc i l l a t ions ,  
surface tension, equilibrium conditions and 
so lu t ion  by decomposing vector  function space. 
(25) Bauer, 8. F., "Theoretical Invest igat ion of Gas Management i n  
Zero Gravity Space Manufacturing", Georgia I n s t i t u t e  of 
Technology, Contract NAS8-25179, Contractor No. GIT/EES B- 
910, October, 1970. 
Section 111. A. 
(26) Abdalla, K. L., Otto, E. W., Symms, E. P., Petrash, D. A,, 
"Liquid Transfer Demonstration on Board Apollo 14 Duriug 
Transearth Orbit", NASA/LRC, NASA-TM-X-2410 (72N11285) , 
Nov., 1971, 31 pgs. 
Abstract: Hand pump transferred l iqu ids  between surface 
tension baff led tanks within two percent of 
l iquid residual  design value without gas 
ingest  ion. 
(27) Miller, li. I . ,  "A Summary of Liquid S t a t e  Models fo r  Materials 
Processing i n  Space", Boeing, Huntsville, AL, Contract 
NAS8-28664, D5-17268, August, 1972. 
(23) Otto, G. H., Lacy, L. L., "Quick-Look Report on Skylab 3 
Science Demonstration SD-16: 
November, 1973. 
I ce  Melting", NASA/"SFC/SSL, 
( 2 9 )  Bourgeois, S. V. Brashears, M. R. Fluid Dynamics f i e m e t i c s  
of Molton Metals in Tlie Low-Gravity Environment of Skylab, 
NASA Contract NAS8-27015 (7tA18860) , Jan., 1974. e---- 
(30) Grodzka, P. G., Bannister, T. C., "Natural Convection i n  Low-G 
Environments", 12th AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 
Washington, D. C., AlAA Paper 74-156, Jan. 30, 1974, 12 pgs. 
Abstract: In  low-g environments, convective dr iving 
forces other  than gravi ty  w i l l  be comparable 
or predominant iagortance. Convections driven 
by steady 1 ~ - g  accelerations,  g -jitter, 
in te rna l  thermal volume expansions, surface 
tension and in t e r f ac i a l  tension, e l e c t r i c  
f i e l d ,  and l i qu id / so l i l  phase change a r e  
covered. 
(31) Bannister, T. C., "Skylab 111 and IV Science Demonstrations", 
Preliminary Report, NASA/MSFC, NASA-IMX-64835, March, 1974, 
26 pgs. 
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Abstract: Twelve MSFL science denaonatratim preliminary 
r e su l t s  a r e  presented. 
t ionsdealt  with f lu id  motion in low-g. 
Most of these demonatra- 
(32) Grodzka, P. G., Bourgdois, S. V., Brashears, M. R., SpraJley, 
L. W., "Fluid Motion i n  a I w-G Environmeut", Third Space 
Processing Symvosium, M-74-5 , June, 1974, pgs. 691-729. 
Abstract: The state of knowledge of f lu id  motions in 
low-g environments is reviewed and the dimen- 
s iona l  analysis  approach used t o  assess  the  
r e l a t i v e  importances of var io ls  dr iving forces  
for  f lu id  flow i n  four of the  Skylab experi- 
ments i s  outlined. 
(1imensional analyses res~lts.  
Space data  is compared t o  
(33) Gibson, E. G., "Skylab Fluid Mechanics Demonstrations", Lecture, 
Internatior,al Colloauium on Drops and Bubbles, California 
I n s t i t u t e  of Technology, Aug. 1974. 
(34) Darto, W., "Liquid Film Demonstration Experiment - Skylab SL-4", 
NASA/MSFC/SSL, NASA-1Y-X-64911, Jan. 1975, 28 pgs. 
Abstract: Skylab l iqu id  f i lm demonstration r e su l t s  a r e  
presented. 
experiments in which the  unprovoked rupture of 
films was photographed and a mathematical 
discussion regarding minimal surf .. . es, and 
isoperimatic problem, and l iquid lilms. 
Also discussed a r e  1-g accelerat ion 
(35) Klett, M. G . ,  and S. V. Bourgeois, "Analysis of Skylab I V  
Fluid Mechanic Science Demonstratiow", Paper 75-693, 
A I M  10th Thennophysics Conference, 27-29 May 1975, Denver. 
(36) Grodzka, P. G.,  Bourgeois, S. V., Facemire, B., Science 
Demonstrations Aboard Apollo-SOYUZ: Chemical r'oams and 
Liauid Spreading, Preliminary Report, LMSC, Huntsville, At, 
Nov., 1975, 30 pgs. 
Abstract: Data analysis  of two ASTP demor. traticms. 
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(37) bourgeois, S. V., "Buoyant and Capillary Xatural Convection i n  
Iqfinite Botitontal Liquid Layers Heated Laterally", 
I S C ,  Emtsville, AL, WASA Contract -8-21015, Letters ---- in Beat and Hast Transfer, Vol. 2, No. 3, 1975, pgs. 223- 
236. 
Abstract: Solutions .ar  eqwatiars descr€bing natural  
cmvectian in B planar, h o r h t a l  layer of 
liquid vith a constant l inear temperature 
gradient alcmg the rmloupded tap and bottom 
surfaces. 
analyses for  u.lbounded liquid layers and 
applied to  lar-g solidification. 
W u l t s  ard c~lpared to earlier 
(38) Paddap, J. F., "Capillary Forces and Stab i l i ty  in Zero Gravity 
hvirarurtnl, Kodak, U n i t e d  Kingdcrm, Second Euronesm 
S m  iu gg Xaterial Sciences in SDBce, Frascati, r taly,  
April. 1976. 
Abstract: In the absence of gravity, i t  is shown that 
certain types of menisci lead t h 6 e l V e s  to  
estiaating the magnitude and variation of 
long-range forces. Paper presents theoretical 
approach to an experiaent proposed for operation 
i n  zero-gravity environment. 
(39) Haines, J. H., "Capillary Ins tab i l i t i es  i n  I-g and 0-g", 
University of Bistrol, United Kingdar, Second European 
Svmposiln =Material Sciences i n  Space, Fraaeati, I t a lx ,  
kpril ,  1976. 
Abstract: Capillary h-ystersis in the equilibriun behavior 
of fluids in F a a u s  media demonstrates that  
equilibriun is reached via a thexwdyn6mically 
irrevem ib l e  process. 
(40) Schafer, C. F., "Liquid Mi-:hg Eqcriment", N A S M F C ,  SPAR I 
Rocket Expetimeni: Report, Apr f l ,  >976. 
Abstract: Prelimiaary r e s u l t s  of SPAR I experiment 
74-18, 
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( l j  Papcll, S. S., "An Instabi l i ty  Ef f f f t  a Ttm-Phsee Heat 
Transfer for  Subcooled Uter Floving d e r  With  of 
Zero Gravity", auSMLnr:, hericm Rocket Society Con- 
ferexee, Santa Monica, Cal . ,  ARS Pater 62-2568 (63611723), 
Septepber, 1%2, 10 pgs. 
'(2) Adelhug, H., "Effect of Cravity Upon Nucleate laolling", 
Arthur D. L i t t l e ,  Inc., Smta Noclica, Cal . ,  2nd Ms 
S-iur Roceediqp, Los Angiles, Cal. ,  (63A236941, 
January 18, 1963, 27 pgs. 
Abstract: Basic forces that  inf1:leafie nucleatc-boiling 
heat transfer a t  zero gravity, with brief 
literature survey. 
(3) Steinle, E. F., "Revieu of Zero-G S t u d i e s  Performed a t  GDcn, 
0, San Diego, Cel., 2nd ULS S g q o s i u  Proceedings, 
(63A23689), Jan. 18, 1963, 21 pgs. 
Abstract: Review of zero gravity research, specialieing 
i n  cryogerrtc liquid behavior, Lncludlpg 
venting, heat traabfer and Instrueentatla, 
perf oxmnse. 
(4) Gebhart, B., ''Randm Convection Under Conditions of Ueigfi t -  
lessness", Cornell University, AIA4 Jouxnai, Vol. 1, 
(63Al3735), Feb., 1963, 4 pgs. 
Abstract: Analysis of the heat conduction and vapor 
condensation between a f luid and its enclosing 
surface under conditions of wei@ttlessness. 
( 5 )  Adelburg, N., "Zero Gravity H e a t  T'r(lllsfer", Arthur D. L i t t l e  
Inc., Roceedians gf the Annual Technical Meeting of the 
Imtltute of Environment Sciences, M t .  Prospect, I l l i n o i s ,  
(63Al8340), 1963, 8 pgs. 
Abstract: Baeic forces that influence nucleate-boiling 
heat transfer e t  zero gravity. 
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(6) Eedgepeth, L. M., b r a ,  E. A., "Zero Gravity Pool boiliag", 
Aeronautical S y s t m  Dip., Urlght-Patterson AFB. ohlo, 
Sclcnce a d  Eagineerlng S y m p o a l ~ ~ ,  (641[16Q87), Sept. 1963, 
36 PFP. 
Abstract: Nuclente pool boll- ia near zero gravity 
mvl-t. 
(7) Bailey, It. V., l4cGr(#, J. L., m y ,  D. W., "Boiling Heat 
Transfer in a &ro Drafty Brrllmrreat", mb, Denver, 
Colorado, 
(64A20299) , April, 1964, 32 pgs. 
'hrPOwrt and Smce IlactiM, SAE, Urns Yo&, 
Abstract: Bubble migration in zero and -1 gra9ity. 
Drop tawer study of surface tcnrrioa effwts. 
(8 )  Hechlcnburg, It. R., "Materials Research for Beat -fer 
Fluids", niduest Research Institute, Technl a 1  IkelDeQtarp, 
Remrt - 1964, Wright-Patterson AFB, (6817210), April, 
1965, 51 pgs. 
Abstract: Magnitude of heat transfer coefficient of 
sodlu coadcnsation and elecrrophoresis for 
lubiicant coatings an caqlert shapes. 
(9) Feldraaio, C. J., "Rasure and Teqerature Chaqae In C l o s e d  
Loop Forced Convectioa Boiling a d  Condeaelng Processes 
Under Zero &&ty Coaditioas", Air Force Sys tem carand, 
Uright Patterson AFB, Ohio, (66x123531, Oct .  ,1965, 22 pg8. 
(10) Gursvich, I. C., Kondrashov, a u k ,  I. P., "Nm-StatIoPary 
Beat and Mass Transfer", Israel P r o g r a  for Scientific 
TrenslatiaLs, Ltd., Jerusalem, MA-TT-F-432 (67N22Wl) 
1967, 163 pgs. 
Abstract: Ninetees articles. Rperipental and numerical 
analyses of unsteady state heat and mass 
tranafer. Soret coefficfent. 
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(11) Siegal, 8.. "Effects of Reduced Gravity on H e a t  Transfer". 
- I P d s A f k ,  Advances i n  Beat Transfir, Vol. 4, (68A113jl), 
1967, 92 pes. 
Abstract: Free and forced conrection, boiling, coaden- 
satioa, forced f l w  and fuel cambustian. 
(12) Edwards, D. K., "Rotation-Induced, Frce-Comection H e a t  Trans- 
f e r  in a Zero-Gravity Field", UCLA, AIM Jouroal, Vol. 5 ,  
(67A18864), Feb., 1967, 2 p88. 
Abstract: Free convective heat trausfer between hot and 
cold rotating disks i n  laminar steady a t i u t h a l l y  
syrretric flou in a zero-gravity field.  
(13) Larkin, 8. It., "lieat F l w  to  a Confined Fluid in Zero Gravity", 
W, D e n v e t ,  Colorado, Promess Astronautics and 
Aeronautics, V o l .  20, AIAA Paper 67-337 ( W 1 3 7 3 ) ,  
April, 1967, 14 pgs. 
Abstract: m n t u ,  continuity, and energy equations for 
T h e m 1  gradients 
one dimensional heat flow to a confined ideal 
gas a re  solved numerically. 
induced accoustical f luid motion. 
(14) L i u b i n ,  L. IA., Povitskii, S. A., "Effect of Oscillations on 
Transfer Processes Under Conditions of Weightlessness", 
Kosmicheskie Iss ledovaniaa , Vol. 5 ,  (68A16833) , Dec. 1967, 
9 Pgs. 
Abstract: ( In  Russian) Vibrations in absence of forced 
circulation produce higher heat arid mass trans- 
f e r  than molecular transfer mechanism under 
conditions of weightlessness. 
(15) de Lancey, C. B., "An Analysis of Non-isothernral Hulticanponent 
Diffusions i n  the Liquid Phase", University of Pittsburgh, 
Pa., (69N20900), 1967, 276 pgs. 
Abstract: Coupled heat and mass transfer equations for  
non-reactive chemical systems are  analyzed. 
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(16) Boulay, J. L., "Heat Transfer i n  Liquid Nitrogen i n  a Zero- 
Gravity Field ," P a r i s  University, --P-122 (69N22879) s 
1968, 56 pgs. 
Abstract: (In hgnch)  Beat  flux variation i n  boi l ing  
pracesses is a function of gravity. 
mental results f r a  three s e c d  exposures 
are campred to  theoretical predictions. 
Experi- 
(17) McGrev,  J .  L., "An Invest igat ion of the  Effect of Temperature 
Induced Surface Tension Gradients OR Bubble Mechanics and 
Boil ing Heat Transfer," Denver, University, (691922032). 
1%8, 104 pgs. 
Abstract: Surface tension gradient e f f e c t  is isportant 
i n  bubble Potion and boi l ing in zero gravity. 
(18) Aladev, I. T., Ulianov, A. F., "Experimental Study of Heat 
Transfer During Boiling in Conduits During Weightlessness", -Cosmic Research, V o l .  6 ,  (69A11313), Har., 1968, 6 pgs. 
Abstract: Translatim from R u s s i a n ,  Quipren t  and pro- 
cedure fo r  studying heat t ransfer  during 
boi l ing  under shor t  term weightlessness. Water 
boi l ing  on f l a t  p la tes  i n  a cyl indr ica l  channel 
a t  0.02 to  0.34 dsec.  
(19) Smith, C. V., Forbes, R. E., "Effects of Random Vibration on 
Natural Convective Heat i ransfer  i n  Rectangular Enclosures", 
Aumentation of Convective Heat and Mass Transfer, M E ,  
N. Y., 1970, pg. 158. 
(20) Pak, H. Y., Winter, E. R. F., Schoenals, R. J. ,  "CO~vectim 
Heat Transfer i n  a Contained Fluid Subjerted t o  Vibration", 
Augmentation of Convective Heat Transfer, ASHE, N. Y., 
1970, pg. 168. 
(21) Margrave, J. L., "Thermodynamic Properties of Liquid ..,.31s - 
A Review", Rice University, Houston, TX, TeaPeraturer - 
High Pressures, V o l .  2,  No. 6, NSG-659 (72CU4000), 1970, 
4 PW. 
so 
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Abstract: S - r y  of t h e d y n e p i c  propert ies  of l iquid 
metals, heats of fusion end heat capaci t ies .  
(22) Henry, E. R., "Two Phase Flov aad H e a t  Transfer in Porous Beds 
Mer Variable Body Forces", UA, Tuscafoosa, At, Contract 
W8-21143, NASA-CR-1210% (72112227), m y ,  1970, 72 p g .  
Abstract: Experiment design, materials selectfon,  a d  
iden t i f i ca t ion  of systgl  elements requiring 
fur ther  developent .  
(23) Benefield, J. W., B e s t  Flow and Coavection Demonstration, 
NASA-CR-119948 (X71-10975), Wt, 1971. 
(24) L i t t l e s ,  J. Y., Xerte, H. , Jr., "Zero Gravity Incipient  Boiling 
H e a t  Transfer", WA/IGFC, University of Michigan, Space 
Transportation System Ropulsioa Technology Conference, 
Vol. 4., (7lN29612), April, 1971, 38 pgs. 
Abstract: Procedure f o r  computing pressure rise i n  a 
closed cy l indr ica l  container due to  s ide  w a l l  
heat  flux. 
(25) Grodeka, P, G., Fan, C., Hedden, R. 0.. "The Apollo 14 H e a t  
Flou and Convection Demonstration Experiments: F i n d  
Results of Data Analyses,'' I S C ,  Huntsville, AL, NASA 
Contract NAS8-25577, 19ASA-CR-19960 (X71010971), Sept.1971. 
(26) Povitskii, A. S., Liubin, L. J A , ,  '"Fundamentals of the  
Dyncmrics and Heat and Mass Transfer of Fluids Under 
Conditions of Weightlessness", I t d a t e l  'stw, Mshinostroenie,  
73~35868, 1972, 252 pgs. 
Abstract: ( In  RmSim) Blow gas extract ion of f lu ids  
f ran  tanks, vibrat ion enhanced t ransport ,  
analysis  of bubble and droplet  tmtion, s teady 
and unsteady viscous flows i n  slots with non- 
paralled walls. 
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(27) Grodeka, P. G.,  Bannister, T. C., '%eat Flaw and CoaPectioa 
Demmstratia,  Experhents Aboard Apollo 14". Scleace, 
Vol. 176, Hay, 1972, pgs. 506-508. 
A b s t r a c t :  Flaw deservatioos and t he rm1  da ta  of -110 
14 experiments have s b  that: (1) there are, 
as expected, convective wrtioacr caused by 
surface tension gradients in a plane l-icr_uid 
layer  w i t h  a f r e e  upper surface,  (ii) heat  
flaw in enclosed l iquids  and gases occurs 
mainly by d i f fus ive  heat  coaductioa, (ill) 
sane convective processes add t o  heat  t ransfer .  
(28) Bannister, T. C., H e a t  Flaw and Coavection Demonstration 
(Ap0110 141, HASAhlSFC, NASA-M-Xd6735, I b m h  29, 1973. 
(29) Grodaka, P. G., Types of Natural Convection & SPace Hanufact- 
u r i q  J'roc esses, U S C ,  Huntsville, AL, WSA-CR-124184 
(73X10208), Jan., 1973. 
(30) Bannister, T. C., Grodzka, P. G . ,  et al., Amlio 17 Heat Flaw - and Convection Experiments: 
Analyses, Co, t r a c t  NAS8-25577, NASA-IN-X-64772 (~73-318443 , 
July, 1973. 
Final Resul t s  of Data 
(31) Bannister, T. C., Grodzka, P. G , ,  Heat Flaw a d  Convection 
Demonstration Experiments Aboard Apollo 14 and Apollo 17, 
24th IAF C o n g r e s s ,  Baku, SSR, October, 1973. 
Abstract: Results of Apollo 14 and 17 d-trations a r e  
analyzed - two types of low-g na tura l  convection. 
(32) Williamson, K. D., Jr., Edeskuty, F. J., Taylor, J. F., 
"Rocket-Borne, Lou Gravity Cryogeni: Heat Transfer 
Experiment", Los A l m o s  Corporation, New Xexico, 7th 
Space Simulation Conference of AIAA/NSA/ASIY./IES, 
(74N18559), Nov., 1974, 9 pgs. 
Abstract: Steady s t a t e  data  on nucleate boi l ing  heat  
t ransfer  in nearly zero gravi ty  l iqu id  helium. 
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(33) K h d o v ,  A., "Investigation of Heat and Mass Transfer in 
Evaporation Under Conditions of Free Convection--In a 
Solar  Heat Engine", Akademiia Nank Teukmenoskii SSR, 
Fieiko-Tekhnicheskii I n s t i t u t e  , (74A29420) , 1974, 4 pgs. 
Abstract: Simplified expressions neglecting Soret 
Coefficient,  the  Dufour e f f ec t  and f r ic t ion .  
(34) Grodzka, P. G., Bannister, T. C. , "Heat Flaw and Convection 
Experiments Aboard Apollo 17", Science, Vol. 187, 1975, 
pgs. 165-167. 
(35) Dodge, F. T., et al.. "Thermophysics and Heat Transfer 
Experiments i n  Space", Southvest Research I n s t i t u t e  
Report No. NASA-CR-13472, 1975. 
(36) Langbein, D. , "Heat Flaw, Diffusion and Convection in the  
Travell ing Solvent Method", Ba t t e l l e  - I n s t i t u e  e.v. , 
Frankfurt-am-Main, Germany, Second European Symposiun - on Material  Sciences i n  Space, Frascat i ,  I t a l y ,  April ,  
1976. 
Abstract: The equations describing heat and p a r t i c l e  
flow during crystal growth by the t rave l l ing  
solvent sethod a r e  described. 
(37) Otto,  C. H. and lacy, L. L., "Observation of the  Liquid/Solid 
Interface i n  Law-Gravity Melting," UAH, NASAIMSFC, AIAAI 
hCU Conference on Sc ien t i f i c  Experiments of Skylab, 
Huntsville, AL, A I M  P a p x  74-1243, November 1, 1976. 
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C. C(MVECTI0N STUDIES 
1. GENERAL 
(1) Zenkovskaia, S. H., Wwes t iga t ion  of Convection in a Layer 
of Fluid i n  the  Presence of Vibration Forces", Isv. Akad. 
Nauk SSSR, H ZhG, Vol. 5 ,  1966. 
(2) Zenkovskaia, S. M., "Study of Convection i n  a Fluid Layer i n  
the  Presence of Vibrating Forces", Isv. Akad, Hauk SSSR, 
Vol. 3, No. 1, 1968. 
(3) Faessler,  A., "The Behavior of a Burning C a n d l e  i n  Gravitation- 
less Space", Naturivissen Schaften, W. Berlin, V o l .  51, 
No. 23, 1964, Translation Consultants, Arlington, VA, 
NASA-TT-F-13940 (7lN36356) , Sept .  1971, 10 P ~ S .  
Abstract: Two experimental atrangements eliminate the 
e f f ec t  of continued a i r  c i rcu la t ion  due t o  
ine r t i a .  
less flame ecperbent .  
A procedure is proposed for a wick- 
(4) Lands, J. F., Jr., R i d ,  R. C., Jr., "Zero  Gravity Transient 
Thermal Mixing Sjmulation", NASA/JSC, MSC Cryogenic 
Symposium i'apers, (72N237981, May, 1971, 26 pgs. 
Abstract: Experimental simulation via analogy between 
unsteady heat conduction and species diffusion,  
extended a l s o  t o  include cubical tank gecnnetry. 
Thermal mixing i n  Apollo Semice  Module 
cryogenic oxygen storage system. 
( 3 )  ''Apallo 14 Mission Report, Supplement 7 - In f l igh t  Demonstra- 
tfons", NASA/.SSC , NASA-TX-X-68691 (72128818), NASA-RI- 
f2410, EASA-TM-X-64621, NASA-TM-X64641, Jan. 1972, 284 pgs. 
Absrrect: Liquid t ransfer ,  electrophoresis,  coPaposite 
qasting and heat  flow and convection experiments 
are  reviewed. 
(6) Bourgeois, S. V., Grodzka, P. G . ,  "Convection i n  Space Processing 
(n512)", Phase A Report, X C ,  Huntsville, AL, NASA-CR- 
127909 (72x79279) , July,  1972. 
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(7) Hasubuchi, IC. Nuraki, T., "Phase A of Thermal Analysis of 
H551 Through I4554 Experbeuts f o r  Haterials Roccssing 
in Space", MT, Czmbridge, Mass., Contract NAS8-28732, 
Contractor No. HIT-8-28732-FR-Ph.A, Ju ly  25, 1972. 
(8) Fan, C., "Convection Phenomena in Electrophoresis Separation", 
IMSC, thmtsvi l le ,  AL, HASA-CR-124058 (7W10120), Dec. 1972. 
(9) Grodzka, P. G., "Types of Natural Convection in Space Henufect- 
uring Processes", M C ,  Huntsville, AL, NASA-CR-124186 
(7W10208), Jan., 1973. 
(10) Bannister, T. C., "Heat Flow and Convection Demonstration 
(Apollo 14)", NASWFC, NASA-M-X-64735 (73N27797), 
March, 1973, 139 pgs. 
Abstract: I n  less than 0.000001 g, data  indicate 1) 
surface tension gradients produce convective 
motion; 2) heat  flow in f lu ids  is mainly by 
d i f fus ive  conduction; and 3) some convection 
(charac te r i s t ics  unknavn) increases  heat trans- 
f e r -  
(11) Spradley, L. W., Bourgeois, S. V., Fan, C. F., Grodzka, P. G., 
"A Numerical Solution f o r  Tbermoacoustic Convection of 
Fluids i n  Law Gravity", INSC, Huntsville, AL, NASA-CB- 
2269 (N73026289), May, 1973, 90 pgs. 
Abstract: A f i n i t e  difference technique f o r  solving the 
d i f f e r e n t i a l  equations fo r  thermal convection 
of compressible f lu ids  in low gravity.  
dimension81 r a d i a l  model of -110 14 heat 
flow and convection experbent .  
One- 
(12) Bourgeoi8, S. V., "Convectton in Skylab M512 Experiments: 
-51, H552, and M553", Phase B Report, IMSC, 
Huntsville, AL, NASA-CR-12439 (73-28852), Ju ly  15, 1973, 
75 pgs. 
Abstract: Convection of molten metals and t h e i r  s o l i d i -  
f i ca t ion  i n  reduced gravity. 
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(13) Bannister, T. C. , Grodzka, P. G., Spradley, L. W., Bourgeois, 
S. V., Hedden, B. 0. Facemire, B. R., "Apollo 17 Heat 
Flow and Convection Experiments: Final  Results of Data 
Analysis", U S C ,  Huntsville, AL, NASA-2N-X-64772 (N73- 
318401, July,  16, 1973, 164 pgs. 
Abstract: Cel lular ,  surface tension-drivem convection 
and coavection in canfined f lu ids  caused by 
spacecraft  and astronaut awwemeats. 
(14) "Study of MSRrs Convection Analysis", W C ,  Huntsville, AL, 
Cmtract US8-29610, Contractor No. IMsC/€?REC 8-29610-Bi 
MPR Aug. 73, August, 1973. 
(15) Bourgeois, S. V., "Convection Effects on Skylab hperlments ,  
H551, H552, H553", Phase C Report, Contract R e p o r t  
NAS8-27015, Contractor Number MC/€IREC-TR-D306955, 
Dec .  1, 1973. 
(16) Grodzka, P. G., Bannister, T. C., "Natural Convection in Low- 
G Environments", LMSC, Huntsville, AL, AIAA Paper No. 
74-156, 12th AIAA Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Washington, 
D. C., Jan., 1974. 
(17) Spradley, L. W., "Therunacoustic Convection of Fluids in Low 
Gravity", E C ,  Huntsville, AL, AIM Paper 74-76, Jan. 1974. 
(18) Bourgeois, S. V., McDennit, 3. H., Spradley, L. W., "Space 
Processing Applications - Space Convection Analysis", 
LMSC, Huntsville, AX., NASA Contract NAS8-29610, contractor 
NO. LSMC-EtREC-TR-D390825, May, 1975, 89 p g ~ .  
Abstract: The modes and driving forces of na tura l  convec- 
t ion  i n  space a r e  examined. 
t ion  are advanced t o  minimize detrimental  
e f f ec t s  due t o  convection i n  rnicrogravity. 
Design considera- 
(19) Spradley, L. W. Bourgeois, S. V., "Space Processing Convection 
Evaluation: G-Jitter Convection of Confined Fluids i n  Lav 
Gravity", IMSC, Huntsvil le,  AL, 10th Annual Thennophysics 
Conference, Denver, Colorado, AIAA Paper 75-695, May, 1975, 
14 pgs. 
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Abstract: G-jitter convection, caused by time-varying 
accelerations imparted on a heated container 
of f l u id  in low gravi ty  is ana ly t i ca l ly  in- 
ves t igated.  
(20) Wifcox, W. R. , Chang, C. E. , "Thennocapillary Convection in 
Floating Zone Melting", USC, Third American Conference 
on Crystal  Growth, Stanford, Cal., Ju ly  14, 1975. 
(21) Bourgeois, S. V. , Spradley, L. W. , "Skylab M518 MultiwApose 
Furnace Convection Analysts", LMSC, Huntsvil le,  Ac, 
Contract NAS8-27015, Contractor No. LMSC-HREC TR D496534, 
Sept . ,  1975, 64 pgs. 
Abstract: Theoretical  analysis of convectioc present 
i n  ground tests and Skylab processing of 
experiments M556, M559, M560 and M562, 
(22) Ostrach, S., "Convection a t  Reduced Gravity", Case Western 
Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, Second European 
SvmDOsi um pn Sciences SDace Frascat i ,  I t a l y  
April ,  1976. 
Abstract: Various modes of flow possible  with the  dr iving 
forces. 
and nature of the re su l t i ng  flows and heat  
t ransfer  . 
Criteria f o r  determining the  extent 
2. THERMODIFFUSION 
(1) Farber, My Libby, W. F., "Effect of Gravitational Field on the  
Thermal Diffusion Separation Method", Journal of Chemical - and Physics, Vol. 8.) 1940, pgs. 965-969. 
(2) Tilvis, E., "Thermal Diffusion i n  Liquids i n  a Rotating System", 
Society Scient. Fenn. Comment. phys. - Math,  Vol. 13,-No. 
15, ?.947, pgs. 3-59. 
(3) Tyrell, H. J. V., Colledge, R., "Thermal Diffusion Potent ia ls  
and the  Soret Effect", Nature, Vol. 173, Feb. 1959, 
pgs . 264-265. 
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(4) Ita, R., Mizushina, T., "Analysis of the Unsteady S tn te  i n  the 
Thermal Diffusion C e l l " ,  Mound Laboratories, Miamisburg, 
Ohio, (64N13343), Oct., 1963, 17 pgs. 
Abstract: Translated i n t o  English. Exact solut ion fo r  
measuring the  coef f ic ien t  of ordinary diffusion 
and the Soret coef f ic ien t  i n  experiments of 
shor t  duration. 
(5) Braski, D. N., O'Donnell, F. R., Kobisk, E. H., Progress 
Report on Specimen Fabrication _and Ground T e s t s  f o r  NASA 
Skylab Experiment M-558, ORNL IM-4152, A p r i l ,  1973. 
( 6 )  Y&, H. M., Cheny, S. M.. "A Study on the  Separation Efficiency 
of Rotary Thelma1 Uiffusion Columns", Chemicpl m. s. , 
voi. 28, 1973, pgs 1803-1808. 
(7) Braski, D. H., Kobisk, E. H., "Radioactive Tracer Analysis of 
Flight Samples from Skylab Experiment M558", Oak Ridge 
Labs, Tenn. Contract W-7405-eng-26, Final  F.eport, Feb., 
1974, 19 pgs. 
(8) Braski, D. H., Kobisk. E. H., O'Donnell, F. R."Preparation, 
Testing and Analysis of Zinc Diffusion Samples -M558", 
Oak R!.dge Labs, Tenn., Contract W-7405-eng-26, April, 
1974, 58 pgs. 
(9) Ukanwa, A. O., "M558 Radioactive Tracer Diffusion", Howard 
University, Washington, D. C., Proceedinns of the  Third 
Space Processing Symposium: Skylab Results, Vol. I, 
M-745, June, 1974, pes. 428-457. 
Abstract: R e v i e w  of preliminary results of Skylab 
experiment M558 measurements of self-diffusion 
and impurity diffusion e f f ec t s  i n  l iquid metals. 
(10) Maljac, Y., "Review of Possible Eutectic Alloy and Thermo- 
difussion Experiments", French Atomic Energy Coamissiorr, 
Grenoble, France, Second European Swmosium on Materiel 
Sciences &Space, Frasca t i ,  I t a l y ,  April, 1976. 
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Abstract: Definit ion of fu ture  rek*earch program based 
on Skylab and ASTP experiment results. 
3. MARANGOM CONVECTION 
(1) Scriven, L. E.,Sternling,C. V., "On Cellular  Convection Driven 
by Surface Tension Gradients: 
Temperature and Surface Viscosity", Journal of Fluid 
Mechanics, Vol. 19, 1964, y. 321. 
Effects of Mean Surface 
(2) Debler, W. R., Wolf, L. W., "The Effects  of Gravity and Surface 
Tension Gradients i n  Fluid Layers with Parabolic Temper- 
a tu re  Profiles", Journal of H e a t  Transfer, Vol. 32, No. 3, 
1970, p. 351. 
(3) Dragoo, A. L., Paule, R. C., "Ultrapure Materials - Container- 
l e s s  Evaporation and the  Roles of Diffusion and Marangoni 
Convection", National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C., 
12th Annual A I A A  Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Washington, 
D. C., AIAA Paper 74-239 (74Al8861), Jan. 1974, 9 pgs. 
Abstract: Thermodynamic calculat ions inclvding complex 
chemica 1 equ i l ib r i a  of impurity wapora t ion. 
Estimations of e f f ec t  of diffusion and convection 
on mass t ransfer  rates. Calculations fo r  
evaporative pur i f ica t ion  of molten alumina. 
(4) Reed, R. E., "Progress Report on Apollo-Soyuz Test Project 
Experiment No. MA-041 fo r  Sept. 1 - Dec. 31, 1974", 
Oak Ridge Labs, Tenn. ORNL-IM-4842, Contract W-7405-eng- 
26, April, 1975. 
(5) Lefever, R. A., Chang, C. E., Wilcox, W. R., "Surface Tension 
Driven Convection in InSb-GaSb Melts Sol id i f ied  Aboard 
Sky'rab III", American Physics1 Society, Pasadena, CA, 
Dec., 197s. 
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(6) Beck, R. , Grus, K., Segew, G. , "Observat ions,Eat iaLu and 
Suggested Exper-rs Relating t o  Surface - Tens ion  
Induced =heru)convectim", Battelle I n s t i t u t  e.v., 
Frandfurt--Main, Gerrmy, a O n a  European S y r p o s i u  E 
Materials :-cicaces 2 Space, Frascatr ,  I t a l y ,  April, 1976. 
Abstract: Theoretical  considerations a d  exper-ts 
proposed to  measure the  temperature dependence 
of :he surface tension and the motions in the  
melt. 
(1) h t t o n ,  I., "Effect of a g r a n t y  Gradient on Free Convection 
fran a Vert ical  P l ~ t e " ~  AIChE Chem. Ennr. Prom. b. 
Series ,  Vol. 64, No. 82, 1958. 
(2) G r o d z k a ,  P. G., '%ravity - Driven a d  Surface Tension - Driven 
Convection i n  Single C r y s t a l  Growth", IXSC, Huntsville, 
AL, (7ON14678), reb. 5 ,  1970, 15 pgs. 
Abstract: Analytical and mathematical studies of f loa t ing  
zone and Ctochralski techniques of single 
c r y s t a l  grouth. 
(3) Pa rke r ,  P S., Drag-, A. L., "lnvestigation of Convective 
Effe. .s and C r y s t d  
Washington, D. C., Contract No. W-13475, J-ily, 1972. 
National Bureau of Standards, 
(4) Bourgeois, 3. V., "Convection Effects on Skylab Rperlmente 
M551, MS2, and n552 Phase C Repor t" ,  M C ,  iiuntovillc, Ac, 
Conzracror Report IHSC-HREC TR DM6955, D e c .  1973, p. 68. 
( 5 ;  hurgeo i s ,  S. V., "Convection Effects on Skylab Erpcrhent  
1;566", M C ,  Huntsvil le,  AL, USC-M(EC TR D390330, 
July,  1974, p. 7. 
(6) Carruthtrs,  J. R., " k i g i n s  of Convective Tcaperclturc 
Oscil lations i n  Crystal  Growth" ,  Be l l  Labs. Hurray H i - - 1 ,  
N. J., Journal of Crys'sl Growth, 1975. 
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D. LIQUID FLOATING 
(1) Keck, P. H, Green, M., Polk, W. L., "Shppes of Floating 
Liquid Zones Between Solid Rodb", Journal of Applied 
Phmics,  Vol. 24, NO. 12, 1953, p g ~ .  1479-1681. 
(2) Carruthers, J. R., Grasso, If., 'The S t a b i l i t i e s  of Floating 
Liquid Zones in Simulated Zero Gravity", Bell Labs, 
Nurray H i l l ,  N. J., C r y s t a l  Crowth, Vols. W l 4 ,  1972 
pgs. 611-614. 
(3) Carrutkers, J. R., "Studies of Liquid Floating Z o n e s  oc 
SL-IV, The Third Skylab Mission", 3 e l l  Labs, Hurray H i l l ,  
24. J., Proceedings of the  Third Space Processing SyaDosim: 
S h l a b  Results, Vol. 11, Y-?4-5, June, 1974, pgs. 837-857. 
(4; Faule, A. A. Haggerty, J. S., 'Yloat-Zone Processing i n  a 
Weightless Environment", Arthur D. L i t t l e ,  Cambridge, 
Mass., NASA Contract NAS8-29877, Contractor R e p o r t  No. 
L i t t l e  8-29877-BiHR-1, March 18, 1974. 
( 5 )  K l e t t ,  M. G., "Analysis of Skylab in  Liquid Floating Zone 
Experiments", W C ,  Huntsville, AL, NASA Contract 
NAS8-27015, Contractor Report No. M C - B R E C  M D3906913, 
Fzb., 1975, 41 pgs. 
A b s t r x t :  Analysis of the  Skylab l iquid f loa t ing  zone 
experiment data t o  examine the s t a b i l i t y  
cons t ra in ts  in low-gravity fo r  appl icat ion t o  
Shut t le  - era  processes. 
( 6 )  Carruthers, J. R.. Gibson, E. G . ,  K l e t t ,  M. C. Facemire, b.R., 
"Studies of kotating Liquid Floating Zones on Skylab IV," - 10th Thermoph-2 Conference, Denver, Colorado, ALAA 
Paper 75-692, 7 pgs. 
Abstract: Liquid f loa t ing  zones s tudies  on Skylab a r e  
of i n t e r e s t  i n  the containerless handling of 
m e l t s  f o r  possible future  space processing 
crjs t a l  growth experiments. 
types of "one deformation and i n s t a b i l i t y  
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(7) Wuest, U., Fluid Dynamics of the  Floating Zone", DFVLR - I n b t i t u t  
f u r  Dynamik Verduuntsr Gase, Gottingen, Germany, Second 
Eurovean S m s i -  Material Sciences S m e ,  Frascat i ,  
I t a l y ,  April, 1976. 
Abstract: Four aspects of f l u i d  dynaaics of f loa t ing  tmts 
are considered. 
(8) Herrant. I. H., "Floating Zone Under Reduced Gravity Axi- 
Syumetric Equilibrirm Shapes", Laboratorio de Aerodynerica, 
Madrid, Spain, Second Euro- SDace S y m o s i r n  ~ h t e r i a l  
Sciences i n  Space, Frascat i ,  I t a l y ,  April, 1976. 
Abstract: The aathematical f o r m l a t i o n  of the problem 
of ca luc la t ing  the axi-s]naetric c q u i l i b r i t n  
shapes of an incopprcssible f l u i d  mass, held 
by surface teaston forces be- tu0 parallel 
coaxial  d i scs ,  and ntating about its axis, 
is considered. 
(9) Da-Eva, I., Rutsga, J. M., "Fluids Physics Module Experiments", 
Laboratorio de Aerodynanica, Madrid, Spain, Second 
European Sypposim < ~ 1  Material  Sciences & Space, 
Frascat i ,  I t a l y ,  April, 1976. 
Abstract: Review of same zero-gravity experiments 
concerning f loa t ing  l iquid zones is presented. 
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E. APPLICATIOPI'S 
(1) Wood, C. C., "Evaluation of Experimental and Analytical Data 
f o r  Orbit81 Refueling Systems", NASA/SFC, 5th Propulsion 
Jo in t  Spec ia l i s t  Conference, A I M  Paper 69-566, (69A32755), 
June, 1969, 12 pgs. 
Abstract: Val idi ty  and limitations of applying t rans ien t  
da ta  t o  lw-gravi ty  f l u i d  behavior. R o p o s s  
an o r b i t a l  f l u id  t ransfer  experiment. 
(2) Bauer, H. F., S i e h n n ,  J., 'Theoretical  Inves t iw t ion  of Gas 
Henagement i n  Zero-Gravity Space Manufacturing", Georgia 
I n s t i t u t e  of Teohnology, Atlaata, GeorgLa, M i r / S F C ,  
Space Processing and Manufacturing Meeting, (70N20537), 
Feb., 1970, 4 pgs. 
Abstract: Degassing and gas d i s t r ibu t ion  in  l iqu i f ied  
umterials in zero-gravity manufacturing. 
(3) W k e r j i ,  T., HcAnelly, W. B., McKannon, E. C., "Effect of 
Gravity on Liquid Phase Sintering", Teledyne Brown 
Engineering, Huntsville, AL, Proceccinns of the  Third 
Space Processinp; Symposim, Vol. 11, M-74-5, June, 1974, 
pgs . 963- 1003. 
Abstract: Wetting of the  so l id  phase by the l iquid dur- 
ing s in t e r ing  is a i  h p o r t a n t  phenomenon i n  
l iquid phase s in te r ing ,  and gravi ty  has 
influence on both cap i l l a ry  phenomenon and 
densi ty  segregation. 
(4) Carru:hers, J. R., T h e  Application of Drops and b 1-2s t o  
the Science of Space Processing of Materials" -il Labs, 
Murray H i l l ,  N. J., Lecture - Internat ional  Co, :.juirnn on 
Drops and Bubbles, Cal i fornia  I n s t i t u t e  of Technology, 
Aug., 1974. 
Akstract: A renewed i n t e r e s t  i n  the  dynamic behavior of 
l iqu id  drops and bubbles has resul ted frm 
t h e i r  importance i n  the space processing of 
molten materials.  Anticipated configurations 
and problems f o r  c rys t a l  growth and s o l i d i f i -  
cat ion i n  zero gravi ty  a r e  discussed in  l i g h t  
of the currer,t s t a t e  of knowledge of drop and 
bubble dynamics. 
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( 5 )  Jones, T. B., "Application of Electrohydrodynemic Phen- 
to  Space Processing**, Colorado S t a t e  University, Colorado. 
Final  R e p o r t ,  NASA Contract NAS8-30250, Contractor R e p o r t  
No. CSU9-3-2SO-wpL-1, Xarch, 1975, 70 pgs. 
Abstract: Study of potential appl icat ion of lou-gravity 
e lectrohydrodyaaic  e f f ec t s  and associated 
unique f lu id  handling capab i l i t i e s  to  space 
processing. 
(6) BelOuet, C., "Fluid Oynrics Problems Connected w i t h  Crystal  
Grovth", Leboratories d'Electronique et  de Physique 
Applique'e, Lun e l l  - Bre'vannes, France, Second European 
S v s o s i u m  =Mater ia l  Sciences i n  Spact, Frasca t i ,  I t a l y ,  
April, 1976. 
Abstract: C r y s t a l  perfect ion i n  space as a function of 
f l u i d  and mass transports. 
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2. SINGLE CRYSTAL PROCESS ........................ 110 
(1) Bunshah, R. F., Juntz,  R. S., "Levitation Melting of Berylluim 
and Aluninud', University of Cal., Livenmore, Ca l . ,  
h e x i c a n  Vacuum Society, UCU-7913 (66120533) , June, 1964, 
13 Pgs- 
(2) Dowaey, J. W., "Levitation Melting of Metals and Alloys", 
Argonne National Lab., ILL., An-7398 (68N272051, Dec.  , 
1967, 15 pgs. 
Abstract: Qua l i t a t ive  evaluation of tfn, l ev i t a t ion  cob€ 
designs. 
(3) Frost ,  R. T., 'Weightless, Containerless Melting and So l id i f i -  
ca t ion  of Potent ia l  New Metal and Ceranfc Products", G€, 
Valley Forge, PA, (71N11706), Oct. , 1969, 20 pgs. 
Abstract: Super a l loy  castings with rare earth oxides, 
metal emulsions casting, ul t rapure materials 
preparation, and s o l i d i f i c a t i o t  with extreere 
subcoo ling. 
(4) F r a t ,  R. T., Napaluch, L. J.,Wise, T. D., Stockhoff, E. , 
Wouch, G . ,  "Free Suspension Processing S y s t e m  fo r  Space 
Manufacturing", GE, Valley Forge, PA, NASA-CR-1199% 
(7lX10896), June, 1971, 79 pgs. 
Abstract: N e l t  so l id i f i ca t ion ,  c rys t a l  grawth from m e l t ,  
microstructure formation. 
( 5 )  Brashears, M. R., Robertson, S. J., "Research Study on Materials 
Processhg  in Space Experiment M512", M C ,  Huntsville, AI,, 
NASA Contract NAS8-28729, NASA-CR-120185 (74N21068), D e c . ,  
1973. 
(6) "Contafnerless Processing in  Space", Srnmrery Report, BRA, 
Prepared fo r  National Academy of Engineering 1974 Sttmmer 
Study, 1974. 
Abstract: Introduction t o  containerless processing, tech- 
niques f o r  posit ioning and menipulatfon i n  
zero-g, and possible applications.  
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B. PasITXON/CaJTRat TECENIQUES 
1. GR?ERAL 
(1) Berge, L. H., "Positioning and Handling in Weightless Environ- 
ment", NASAMFC, Unique Manufacturing Processes in Space 
Environment, (71N26014), April, 1970, 8 pgs. 
Abstract: Description and application of clectroarechani- 
c a l  t ransfer ,  positioning and re t r iev ing  de- 
vices fo r  an orb i t ing  aumufacturirq f a c i l i t y .  
2. ACotlsTICFiELDs 
(1) Whymark, R. R., "Design, Dewelopment, Fabrication, and T e s t  of 
Acoustic PrOCessors",Interand Corp., Contract NAs8-28762, 
Interand 8-28762*, Ju ly  14, 1972. 
(2) Whymark, R. R., '*Operating las t ruc t ions  f o r  the Acoustic 
Processors", Interand Corp. , Interand 8-28762-01 , 
Jan. 26, 1973. 
(3) Whymark, R. R., "Acoustic Processing Method f o r  nS/?4S Experi- 
m e a t s " ,  Interand Corp., MA-CR-124300 (731?4671; , 
June, 1973, 46 pgs. 
Abstract: S m l e  sound beam positioning control: 
description and experimental r r s u l t s .  
(4) Wang, T. C., Saffren, M. N., Elleman, D. D., "Xaterial Suspen- 
sion within an Acoustically Excited Resonant Chamber", 
JPL, Pasadena, C a l . ,  NASA-CASE-NPO-13263-1 (73N31663) , 
Aug., 1973, 27 pgs. 
Abstract: Patent application. Acoustic transducers 
es tab l i sh  a standing wave pattern in a r s t a n -  
gular furnace chamber t o  position an object 
under low gravity conditions. 
(5) Whymerk, 3. R., "Acoustic Positioning fo r  Space Processing 
Experiments", Interand, Corp., NASA Contract NAS8-30471, 
Intersonics 8-30471-WR-1, D e c . ,  1973. 
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( 6 )  Wang, T. G., Saffren,  M. M., Elleman, D. D., "Acoustic Chamber 
f o r  Weightless Positioning", JPL, I n s t i t u t e  of Technology 
Pasadena, Cal., 12th AUA Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 
Washington, D. D. , AIAA Paper 74-15  (74A207691, Jan., 
1974, 6 pgs. 
Abstract: Design of a resonator t o  posit ion molten 
mater ia ls  in an extreme temperature gradient 
and a servo loop to maintain posit ion as 
temperature varies. 
(7) Whymark, R. R., "Acocstic Posit ioning f o r  Containerless Pro- 
cessing", Intersoaics  Corp . ,  = Proceedinns of the  Third 
Space Processing SWIIDO~ ira, V o l .  11, M-74-5, June, 1974, 
p g ~ .  647-679. 
Abstract: Description of a new non-contact posit ioning 
device f o r  space processing. Containerless 
melting and s o l i d i f i c a t i o n  can be perdomed 
and a f r e e l y  suspended l iquid can be shaped t o  
the  contour of the  sound f ie ld .  
(8) Wang, T. G., Saffren,  M. N., Elleman, D. D., "Acoustic Position- 
ing Chamber fo r  Space Processing", JPL, Pasadena, Cal., - Third Space Processing Smmosim, Vol. 11, M-74-5, June, 
1974, pgs. 679-691. 
Abstract: By readi ly  lev i ta t ing ,  positioning, and mani- 
pulating materials placed in  It, the  acoustic 
resonator can serve a var ie ty  of space procese- 
ing opetations,  such a s  drawing c rys t a l s ,  
degassing and s t i r r i n g  of melts, end casting. 
(9) Lierke,  E. G . ,  "Hardware Development and Performance Tests 
for Acoustic Posit ioning Device", Bat te l le  I n s t i t u t ,  
Frankfurt, Germany, Second European Smmosium on Material 
Sciences i n  Space, Frascat i ,  I t a l y ,  April ,  1976. 
Abstract: Description of newly developed furnace 
u t i l i z i n g  acoustic posftioning techniques. 
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3. -cFI= 
(1) Pfann, W. G., datelbarger, D. W., "Electraagnetic Suspension 
of a Xoltaa Zone", J o u r ~ l  of &lied Physics, Vol. 27, 
Ho. 12, 1956. 
(2) Hatch, A. J., "Potartiel-Vcll Description of Electraaagnetic 
kvitatiar", Argotme Hatitma1 Lab., Argonne, Ill., 
Jan., 1%5, 9 p&s. 
JoUraal Of I b p l h d  PbYSiCS, VOl. 36, (6SAl5820), 
-tract: Derivation of levi ta t ion forces exerted by 
spatially non-uniform am magnetic f ie lds  on 
rroaurgnetic conducting spheres as the nega- 
tive gradient of a potential function. 
(3) Nix, G. F., PQgott, L. S., "Electramgnetic Levitation of a 
Conderating Cylixsder", University of Manchester, &gland, 
Roceediugs of Inst i tut ion of Electrical 
Vol. 113, (66A35729), July, 1966, 7 pgs. 
hgineers, 
&tract: Long circular  cylinder supported by a.c. 
f ie ld  produced by t w o  conductors paralled 
to the cylinder axis. Boundaries for  the 
s table  f loa t  regim were determined fo r  2 
an diameter alumintan bar with wires 2, 4 
and 6 cm apart with ac frequency a t  50,600 
and 2,000 Hz. 
(4) Furth, €I. P., "Some m i n e e r i n g  Applications of High Magnetic 
Fields", Princeton University, N. J., 6th Annual Meeting 
or' Society of Engineering Science, (70A37948), Nov., 
*968, 9 pgs. 
Abstract: Brief review of high numgnetic pressure 
application, particularly metal forming by 
pulsed 100 kdlogauss magnetic f ie lds  and 
levitation of superconducting rings by 10 
kG s t a t i c  aragnetic fields.  
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(5) Cornish, D. N., "A Report on the Culhan Superconducting 
Levitron", Atopic Energy Research Establisbneat, Berbhire, 
Qgland, 2nd Xntematioaal S y a e o s i u  ou Electro-Magnetic 
Suspensfon, Southampton, England, (72A24758), July, 1971, 
12 PBS. 
Abstract: Discussion of machine for trapped hot plasma 
stability and confinement studies in vacuuu, 
emphasizing superconducting aspects and coil 
performance. 
(6) Clark, H. F., "Design, Development, Fabrication, Assembly, 
Free Sumpemion Processing and Testing Support for a 
SystePl for Space Manufacturing Utilizing Electranagnetic 
Force Field", NASA Contract NASS-27228, GE-8-27228-SR, Dec., 
1971. 
(7) Buerger, E. H., et al., "Electromagnetic Free Suspension System 
for Space Manufacturing", GE, Valley Forge, PA, NASA 
Contract NAS8-27228, Final Report, NASA-CR-124134 (N73- 
20522), De., 1972, 158 pgs. 
Abstract: Four coi l  optimization, four vs. six coil 
comparison; four coil position servocontrol and 
breadboard; position sensing servosystem; two 
color pyrometer, and specimen toration mode 
analysis. 
(8) Frost, R. T., "Study of a Free Suspension System for Space 
Manufacturing - Phase B", GE, Valley Forge, PA, NASA 
Contract NAS8-29780, GE8-296804PR-1, Sept., 1973. 
(9) Frost, R. T. , et el., "ElectraPagnetic Containerless Processing 
Requirements and Recommended Facility Concept and 
Capabilities for Spacelab", NASA Contract NAS8-29680, 
GE-8-29680-FR, May, 1974. 
(10) Wouch, C,. , Okress, E. C. , Frost, R. T., Rutecki, D. J. "Electro- 
magnetic Levitation Facility Incorporating Electron Beam", 
GE, Valley Forge, PA, Rev. Sci, Instrum, Vol. 46, No. 8, 
August, 1975. 
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C. CIEATING/COOLING TECHNIQUES 
1. GENERAL 
(1) Resquin, J. R., "Heat Sources f o r  Space Nanufacturing Recesses", 
NAS-FC, Space Processing and Manufacturing Meeting, 
(70N146731, Oct., 1969, 8 pgs. 
Abstract: Assessment of avai lable  heat sources f o r  zero- 
gravi ty  processfng: w i g h t ,  bulk, power, 
r e l i a b i l i t y ,  sa fe ty ,  and cost. 
(1) Golovin, G. F., "Application of  Induction Heating i n  Hicro- 
Metallurgy", Joint Publications Research Service, 
Washington, I). C. , JpR5-29213, TT-6s-30553, (65N195391, 
March, 1965, 50 p g ~ .  
Abstract: Translated from R u s s h n .  Crucible-lese 
electromagnetic l ev i t a t ion  and heating. 
3. ELECTRON= 
(1) Paton, B. YE., et  a l . ,  "The Special Features of the Procedure 
and Equipawnt for Electron Beam Welding and Cutting under 
Space Conditione", I n s t i t u t e  Elektrovarki, Kiev, USSR, 
Autamaticheskaia Svarka, Vol.  3, No. 3, 72A25809, 
Feb., 1962, 6 pgs. 
Abstract: (In Hungarian) Equipment design features  and 
performance. 
and aluminum a l loys  in zero and normal gravity. 
Results of use with a l l o y  steels 
(2) Thornhill, J. W., W a t e r i a l  Processing and Phenomena Invest i -  
gbtions f o r  Functional Electronic E l o c k s ,  Westinghouse, 
Pittsburgh, FA, AD476728 (66X15268), Jan., 1966, 92 mgs. 
Abstract: Electrochemical and electron beam techniques 
i n  material processing. 
Boron, electrophoresis,  etching, s i l i con .  
Sane key words: 
LO6 
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(3) "Studies i n  Electron-Beam Melting in Metals", J c i n t  Publications 
Research Service, Washington, D. C., JPS-34181 (66N190211, 
Feb., 1966, 26 pgs. 
Abstract: Translation from Russian. Electron beam 
melting of b a l l  bearing steel (Yu.M. Yebiemenko). 
Preferen t ia l  growth i n  molybdenum s ingle  
crystals from electron beam, l ev i t a t ion  zone 
recrys ta l iza t ion  (A. L. Pekerov et  a l ) .  
Single c rys t a l s  of re f rac tory  metals (Ye. M. 
Savitsky, e t  a l ) .  
(4) Hassan, C. B., Lienaw, H. G . ,  L<wy, J. F., "Electron-Beam 
Welder f o r  Use i n  Space", Westinghouse, Pittsburgh, PA, 
NASAhSFC, 9th Annual IEEE Symposium on Electron, Ion, 
and Laser Beam Technology, Berkley, CA, (68A23700), 
May, 1967, 5 pgs. 
Abstract: Description of bat te ry  operated laboratory and 
secor.2 Generation f l i g h t  models. 
( 5 )  Hassan, C. B., Lienaw, H. F., Loury, J. F., "Adaptation of a 
Battery-Powered Electron Beam Device t o  Perform an In- 
Orbit Welding Experhent", 9th Annual IEEE Symposium on 
Electron, Ion, and laser Beam Technology, Berkley, CA, 
(68A274771, May, 1967, 15 p3s. 
Abstract: A 60 lb., 2-kw, 20 kv electron beam device is 
discussed. 
( 6 )  Paton, B. YE., e t  a l . ,  "Electron Beam Welder f o r  Space", J o i n t  
Publications Research Service, Washington, D. C. , 
Akademua Ukrainskoi, USSR, (71N25239), May, 1971,ll  pgs. 
Abstract: Translated from Russian. Comparfson of results 
of laboratory and Soyux 6 opwatio-,s of 
maneuverable th in  sheet  metal cutterlwelder.  
(7) "Develop of High In tens i ty  Electron Can", Georgia I n s t i t u t e  of 
Technology, Atlanta,  GA, NASA Contract NAS8-29860, July,  
1973. 
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4. SOLAR ENERGY 
t - j  Hoez, M., Fo~x, M., "Renards Concerning Solar  Furnaces i n  
Spac Y', Laboratoire des Ultra-Refractaries, France, - Solar  Energy, Vol. 13, (72A376751, July,  1972, 4 pgs. 
Abstract: Orbi ta l  or lunar high temperature processing 
opportunities and problems with re f rac tory  
metals (tungsten, tantalum, iridium). 
(2) Frmtsevich,  I. N., Dvernaikov, V. S., Pasichnyi, V. V., 
Shigahov, N. A., Korimov, IV.  I., "Investigation of the 
Poss ib i l i t y  of?Ising Radiant Solar Energy for  Welding and 
Soldering of Materials", Akademiia &&, Ukrainskoi, 
Kiev, USSR, 23rd IAF Internat ional  Congress, V€enna, 
Austria, (72A45126), Oct., 1972, 10 pgs. 
Abstract: ( In  ~ u s s i a n )  Description of equipment used f o r  
s o l a r  enex, v welding, soldering and heat 
t reat ing.  
20 k cal/sq.  cm./min. 
steel and titanium alloy. 
Parabolic 2 meter r e f l ec to r  produced 
T e s t  da ta  f o r  tubular 
(1) Downs, W. R., "Chemical Laser", NASA/JSC, NASA-CASE-MSC- 
10986-2 (72#25489), Jan., 1972, 27 pgs. 
Abstract: Patent Application. High in t ens i ty  chemical 
lasers fo r  continuous use i n  zero o r  l a w  
gravi ty  applications.  
6.  W I N G  STUDIES 
(1) Paton, B. b .  et el., "Experiment on the Welding of Metals i n  
Space':, Visn. Akad. Nauk Ukraninsoki USSR, Kiev, USSR, 
Jo in t  Publications Reaearch Service, JPR5-51149 (70N35553), 
Aug., 1970, 6 pgs. 
Abstract: Electron beam welding and cut:ing, low pressure 
plasma a rc  welding and cu t t ing ,  and a r c  
welding with fused electrode were invest igated 
i n  weightlessness. Translated in to  English. 
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(2) Andreus, J. B., Arita,  M., Masubuchi, K., "Analysis of Thermal 
S t ress  and Metal Xovement During Welding", MIT, Cambridge, 
Mass., NASA-CR-61351 (N71-261431, Dec. ,  1970, 279 pgs. 
Abstract: Analysis and control of d i s to r t ion  during 
welding. Theoretical  background f o r  calcula- 
t ion  of temperature and stress d is t r ibu t ion .  
Materials s tud ies  include aluminum, steel, 
columbium, and tantalum. 
(3) Masubrrchi, K. , "Integration of NASA-Sponsored Studies on 
Aluminum Welding, MXT, WA-CR-20641(N72-26376), June, 
1972, 321 pgs. 
Abstract: Effects of porosi ty  on weld j o i n t  performance, 
sources of porosity,  weld thermal e f f ec t s ,  
res idual  stresses and d is tor t ions ,  and 
manufacturing process s y s t m  control.  
(4) Wilsner, P., "Spacecraft Soyuz 6 and the  Welding Experiment", 
A i r  Force Systems Cannand, Wright Patterson AFB, Ohio, 
AD-749745, FTD,HC-23-1089-72, (73N14496), July,  1972, 
8 PgS- 
Abstract: Plasma Arc, electron-beam, and consumable 
electrode arc welding. Translated i n t o  English. 
( 5 )  Poorman, R. M. ,  "Skylao M551 Metals Melting Experiment", NASA/ 
MSFC, NASA-TM-X-64960, May, 1975, 26 pgS. 
Abstract: F i n a l  Report of the Skylab M551 Metals 






(1) Frost, R. T., Napoluch, L. J., Wise, T. D., Stockhoff, E., 
Wouch, G., "Free Suspension Processing Systet;zs for Space 
Manufacturing", GE, Valley Forge, Contract NAS8-26157, 
NACA-CR-11.99% (71x10896), June 15, 1971. 
(2) "Development of Containerless Process for Preparation of 
Tungsten with Improved Service Characteristicr", GE, 
Valley Forge, PA, GE8-29879-MPR-1, NASA Contract NAS8-29879, 
March 31, 1974. 
(3) Ilouch, C., Bloom, H., "Free Suspension Processing- A Review of 
Selected User Interests and Requirements", Gi, Valley 
Forge, PA, AIAA/ASME 1974 Thermophysics and Eeat Transfer 
Conference, Boston, Mass., AIAA Paper 74-649, July, 1974. 
Abstract: Specific processing needs to 18 representative 
materials/combinations likely to be processed 
advantageously in weightlessness of space 
flight wing electromagnetic positioning and 
heat ing , 
(4) Frost, R. T., "Design Analysis of Levitation Facility for 
Space Processing Applications", GE, Valley Forge, PA, 
NASA Contract NAS8-29680, Final Report, Nov., 1974, 120 p p .  
Abstract: Work concerns further definition of a container- 
less processing facilities for the Space Lab- 
oratory and Space Shuttle. 
cess examples were studies as representative 
with severe requirements for the facility in 
areas such as power, beat dissipation, etc. 
Four material pro- 
(5) Treverton, J. A., Margrave, J. L., "Levitation Calorimetry, 
IV - Colbalt and Palladium", Rice University, Houston, TX, 
Journal of Physicel Chemistry, Vol. 75, (72A34025), 
Nov., 1975, IC pgs. 
Abstract: Specific heats, heats of fusion, and surface 
emmissionities. 
Section V. D. 2. 
SINGLE CRYSTAL PROCESS 
(11 Pekarev, A. I., Chistyakov, Yu, D., Schirenko, G. N., "Statis- 
2. -
tical Analysis of the Directions of Preferential Growth 
in Molybdenum Single Crystals Obcained by Electron Beam, 
Livitation Zone Recrystallization", Studies In Electron- 
Beam Melting of Metals, Joint Publications Rfsegrch 
Service, Washington, D. C., (66N19023), Feb., 1966, 8 pgs. 
-
Abstract: Translated into English. Based 01: 67 single 
crystals of molybdenum. 
(2) Halter, 8. U., "Seeded Containerless Solidificar f Iudium 
Antimonide", Proceedings of the Third Space . roccssing 
Symposium, Vol. I, M-74-5. June, 1974, pgs. 257-273. 
Abstract: Directional solidification of a contiinerless 
melt that was s ~ ~ p m d e d  at the end of a seed 
crystal was employed to produce crystals of 
InSb during Skylab missions (SW and SUI. 
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SECTION V I .  GLASS AND CERAMIC MATERIAL PROCFSSIKG 
A. GENERAL STUD1 E S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  111 
............................... B. METHODS OF PREPARATION.. 115 
1. GEN~.............................,. . . .  115 
2. SLIP CASTING ............................... 115 ......................... 2. LASER SPIN MELTING.. 115 
(1) -&ppe, R. A., "Poss ib i l i t i es  of Producitg New Glasses ia 
Space", NAR, Downey, Cal., Space Processing and Manufactur- 
ing Meeting, NASMMSFC, lfE69-1 (70N16658), ikt., 1969, 
10 Pgs. 
Metract: Scperhcuting and ;ooling vi thout  n o m 1  
necka t ion  sites (i.e. container -11s) may 
permit glass  production fram noxmally 
c r y s t a l l i n e  materials such as Al203, €If%, 
2+, etc. 
(2) Frost,  R. T., "Weightless, Containerless Melting and Solidif€-  
cation of Potent ia l  N e v  Metal and Ceramic Products", 
GE, Valley Forge, PA, Space Processing and Manufacturing 
Met ing ,  NASA/MSFC, -9-1, (70N14656), Oct,, 1969, 20 P&S. 
Abstract: Super a l loy  castings with rare ear th  oxides, 
metal emulsions cast ing,  ul t rapure materials 
preparation, and rwl id i f ica t ion  with extreme 
subcool ing. 
(3) Deeg, E. k., "Glass Repara t ion  i n  Space", American Optical 
Co., Southbridge, Mass., Space Processing and Manufactur- 
ing Meeting, NASA/HsFC, (70N20519), Feb., 1970, 18 pgs. 
Atstract: Crucible f r e e  melting, glasses sens i t i ve  to  
thexmal convection, lenses and mirror blanks 
with fire polished surfaces d i r e c t  from m e l t ,  
dispersion f i l t e r s ,  nucleation control  through 
so l id  p e r  dispersion. 
(4) Happe, R. A., "Poss ib i l i t i es  fo r  Producing New Glasses i n  Space", 
NAR, Dovney, Cal., Space Processing and Kanufacturing 
Meeting, NASA/MSFC, (70~20524) ,  Feb., 1970, 30 pgs. 
Abstract: Superheating and cooling without normal 
nucleation s i t e s  (Le. container walls)  may 
permit glass  production f o r  nonaally c rys t a l l i ne  
materiais such as A 1 2 3 ,  H f 0 2 ,  Zr%, etc. 
( 5 )  Happe, R. A., "Inplications of Zero Gravity fo r  Producing New 
Glasses i n  Space", Journal of Non-Crystalline Sol ids ,  
Val. 3., No. 4, 1970, p. 3?5. 
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( 6 )  Brandt, R. C., Decnis, H. D., "Xicrostructure and Reflectance 
of Pb0-B29-SiO2 Glass w i t h  Crystal l ine Opacifier 
Additions", Penusylvania S t a t e  University, PA, American 
Ceramic Society Journal, Vol. 54, (71+28990), Hay, 1971, 
4 Pgs. 
Abstract: Maintenance of --phase inmisc ib i l i ty  is 
essential t o  opacity. 
(7) Happe, R. A., "Study of the Production of Unique New G l a s s e s " ,  
NAR, Dovney, Cal., NASA Contract NAs8-28014, NASA-CR-123760 
(72N26564), June, 1975, 153 pgs. 
Abstract: Rel imina-  study of processing equipment f o r  
Calculation 
neu g lass  production i n  zero gravity. 
and laser melting are preferred. 
of power f o r  melting and calculat ion of cooling 
rates. 
Induction 
(8) Happe, R. A., Topoe, L. E., "Experiments Leading t o  the Pro- 
duction of New Glasses in  Space", NAR, Downey, Cal., - 12th Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Washington, D. C., AIAA 
Paper 74-159, 74A18862, Jan., 1974, 7 pgs. 
Abstract: Free-fal l  cooled spherules of previously 
unreported glassy-state  canposition were 
produced from laser melted spinnira  ceramic- 
oxide rods. 
(9) Larson, D. C. Crandall, U. B., "Space Prrcessing of Chalcogenide 
Glasses", ITT Research I n s t i t u t e ,  Chicago, Ill., NASA 
Ccatract NAS8-30627, Contractor Report Il"RI8-30627-MPR-1, 
Earch, 1974. 
(10) Happe, R. A., Topoe, L. E., "Oxide Glass Processing", NAR, 
Downey, Cal . ,  Proceedings of the Third Space Processing 
Symposium: Skylab R e s u l t s ,  Vol. 11, MO74-5, June, 1974, 
pgs . 887-924. 
Abstract: The absence of a mold i n  space processing o f fe r s  
no heterogenous nucleation s i t e s .  
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